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ILLOCUTIONARY ACTS IN THE HEADLINES AND SLOGANS OF 
BEAUTY PRODUCT ADVERTISEMENTS 
 
Meliana Mustofa 
 
12211141004 
ABSTRACT 
 
The objectives of the research are (1) to identify the types of illocutionary acts in 
headlines and slogans in beauty product advertisements, and (2) to examine the discursive 
context of illocutionary acts in the headlines and slogans of beauty product 
advertisements. 
This research employed pragmatics and discourse as its underpinning theories 
which become the basis of the data analysis. It was conducted by using a qualitative 
method. The data were taken from headlines and slogans of beauty product 
advertisements issued in Elle March 2016. The data were in the form of words, phrases, 
clauses, and sentences. After being collected, the data were organized and analyzed based 
on Searle’s theory of illocutionary acts. To gain the trustworthiness of the data in this 
study, triangulation was applied. 
This research reveals some findings. First, there are four types of illocutionary 
acts employed in the headlines and slogans of beauty product advertisements, namely 
assertive, directive, commissive, and expressive. Assertive is found as the most dominant 
type. It is used by the advertiser to give a description about the product. Besides, assertive 
also performs claims related to the product. Directive is employed by the advertiser to 
direct customers to do something. Commisive usually expresses a promise that the 
product offers some kind of results. Expressive is a type of illocutionary acts that states 
what the speaker, or the model/advertiser in the sense of advertising, feels such as 
pleasure, pain, likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow. Second, the discursive context is examined 
and explained within eight categories, namely substance, picture, paralanguage, situation, 
co-text, inter-text, participants, and function. These aspects are interconnected and 
mutually informing. They construct the intended purpose of the production of the 
advertisement and determine the way customers perceive the intended illocutionary acts. 
 
Keywords: illocutionary acts, headlines and slogans, beauty product advertisements, 
discursive context 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
  There is no doubt that advertising plays an increasingly important role 
these days since it introduces customers to its products and services as well. This 
is to say that advertising is a means of communication between the sellers 
(manufacturers) and the buyers (consumers). Without it customers would hardly 
know about or remember the products and services available in the market. 
Nowadays, thousands of advertisement becomes a part of our daily lives since it 
possesses every single nook in society. Advertisement appears in various media 
such as visual, audio, and audio-visual. It is presented in the form of printed and 
digital media. We easily find many advertisements of various brands in various 
media such as magazine, newspaper, television, radio and pre-movie commercial, 
internet spam, billboard, and so forth.  
  Although the media of advertising vary greatly, the language of 
advertising itself is classified into spoken and written. Spoken language is used in 
broadcast advertising such as a narrative by radio announcer of a particular 
advertisement. Printed advertising employs written text such as words used in the 
headline of an advertisement. The language of advertising is quite different from 
everyday language as it is aimed more at attention-seeking device. Consequently, 
it should be clear, purposive, convincing, and persuasive as well.  
  One kind of product which has been advertised widely is beauty product. 
A lot of beauty product brands offer their items in various kinds and prices.
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Beauty product itself consists of cosmetics, hair and skin care, and any other items 
which are labelled as body care. These products are designed for women to 
improve their looks. Therefore, beauty products have gained popularity amongst 
young and mature women who seek to enhance their physical attractiveness. 
  The innovations proposed by thousands of beauty products have attracted 
a lot of attention from women as their targeted consumers. Obviously women are 
all exposed to similar items of beauty product produced by different brands which 
basically are the same such as compact powder manufactured by Maybelline, 
Revlon, and MAC. In consequence, each of beauty product brands tries to stand 
out from the others through fulfilling women’s specific needs such as creams for 
different skin types, lotions made of organic and chemical ingredients, and 
shampoos designed for color-treated hair and damaged hair. Being aware of the 
stiff competition of the same products in the market, advertisers propose the 
idealized images for women through advertisements. 
As women have numerous choices of beauty products and become more 
selective at purchasing, advertisers become more creative in promoting the 
supremacy of their beauty products to cover the imperfections women might have. 
Thus, advertisers should make advertisements more eye-catching and memorable 
as well. One way in making advertisements noticeable is by employing headline 
and slogan.  
The term headline refers to the words in the leading position of 
advertisement. Bovee and Arens (1986: 262) reveal the functions of headline, 
which are to attract attention, to select/tell the reader, to lead the reader directly 
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into the body copy, to present the complete selling idea, to promise the consumers 
a benefit, to present product news of interest to the reader. As headline is 
positioned to draw the most important attention from the potential consumers, it is 
usually written in bigger size rather than the others. Meanwhile, there is no 
uniform definition of advertising slogan. Rein in Dubovicience and Skorupa 
(2014: 63) states that an advertising slogan is a unique phrase identified with a 
company or brand. Advertising slogans aim at drawing consumer’s attention and 
identifying a product or service from its competitors in the market. As slogan is 
used to reinforce the product identity and provoke purchase from the potential 
consumers, advertisers create slogans in a short, memorable, and catchy form. 
Through headline and slogan, advertisers try to deliver the message of the 
advertisement effectively. Both headline and slogan are made up of advertisers’ 
intention to entice the customers into buying the products without obviously 
ordering in literal. Therefore, speech acts are frequently employed in order to 
enhance the informative and persuasive function of advertising itself especially 
through its headline and slogan. 
Yule (1996: 25) defines speech acts as actions performed via utterances. 
He adds that there are three related acts performed through an utterance namely 
locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary act. Of these three mentioned 
aspects, the most generally being explored is the illocutionary acts which concerns 
with the acts done in speaking. The issue of illocutionary acts is central to Searle’s 
taxonomy. Based on Searle’s taxonomy (1979) illocutionary acts are classified 
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into five types. They are assertive, directive, expressive, commissive, and 
declaration. 
Illocutionary act is an effective means to serve a very useful purpose in 
order to attract people to purchase the products. It is often found in advertisements 
to convey ideas indirectly instead of declaring them directly. This research 
focuses on analyzing illocutionary acts found in beauty product advertising 
headline and slogan as these two elements are usually the first and the final 
element of an advertisement. 
This research takes beauty product advertisements from the digital 
version of Elle magazine as its object of analysis because of some reasons. First of 
all, Elle is a popular worldwide fashion magazine which has 44 international 
editions around the world. Elle is claimed reaching 16 million women readers 
through printed and digital medium as well. Thus, it is easy to get Elle in hand. 
Secondly, Elle as one of leading fashion magazines encourages women to explore 
their style by showing the updated trend with the utmost care since it concerns 
with women’s need of fashion, beauty, and also pop culture that are happening in 
that time. Thirdly, besides fashion photographs, the primary sort of 
advertisements that frequently appear is beauty product commercials. Various 
kinds of beauty products have been repeatedly advertised in Elle. It also serves 
various advertisements related to fashion, beauty and life style.  
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B. Focus of Study 
Nowadays, customers are exposed to hundreds or even thousands of 
various advertisements in the marketplace. As a consequence, there have been 
some possible problems related to this phenomenon as elaborated as follows. 
Firstly, customers potentially misinterpret the message delivered by the 
advertisers as advertising is a kind of one-way communication. There are 
advertisers who give information and customers as its receivers. This kind of 
communication enables one single communicator to share information but the 
opposite participant is simply taking what has been said without having any 
chance to ask questions or express their thoughts directly. This phenomenon could 
lead into misinterpretation.  
Secondly, ambiguity often emerges in advertising. Ambiguity in 
advertisements refers to the unclear meaning of sentence. Advertisers seem to 
purposely put some ambiguity in the advertisement, probably to attract 
consumers’ attention to the advertisement itself and also to create a lasting 
impression on the consumers. This problem can potentially make confusion and 
miscommunication as well.  
Thirdly, advertising as a means to promote products and services are 
designed in such a way to make it unique and easier to differentiate. Therefore, it 
is not surprising that uncommon vocabularies are also employed. It can be 
realized in the form of neologism of product’s name. 
Thus, advertising is a very interesting issue to be analyzed particularly the 
language use. To find how language is employed in advertisements is, the 
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researcher proposes a pragmatic analysis of illocutionary acts in the headlines and 
slogans of beauty product advertisements in Elle issued in March 2016. Moreover, 
this research also applies the discourse of advertising to analyze the discursive 
context that supports the illocutionary acts of the headlines and slogans of beauty 
product advertisement. To make this research more focused, the researcher limits 
the analyzed advertisements found in digital version of Elle issued in March 2016 
since this edition has been a starting point of revolution of Elle which contains a 
total of 518 pages. Besides, this edition is supposed to present more beauty 
product advertisements than ever. 
C. Objectives of Study 
In line with the problems which have become the focus of study as 
previously mentioned, the objectives of this study can be formulated as follows: 
1. to identify the types of illocutionary acts in the headlines and slogans in 
beauty product advertisements; and 
2. to explain the discursive context of illocutionary acts in the headlines and 
slogans of beauty product advertisements. 
D. Significance of Study 
The results of this study are expected to offer some benefits as follows: 
1. In theory, the research is expected to broaden the knowledge related to 
advertising in the eye of speech acts perspective. This research provides 
information related to advertising, particularly headlines and slogans, and the 
illocutionary acts of speech acts. 
2. In practice, the findings may be useful for the following parties. 
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a) The readers 
The research may give deeper understanding of speech acts, particularly 
illocutionary acts used in the headlines and slogans of advertisement. The 
readers are expected to be more open-minded about the potential intended 
meaning of the language used in advertisement. Thus, they are not easily 
deceived by the claims of product promoted in the advertisements. 
b) Other researchers 
This research is expected to inspire other researchers to conduct other studies 
in linguistics predominately concerning in the illocutionary acts. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
A. Literature Review 
1. Pragmatics  
Pragmatics lays under the concern of linguistic study. Yule (1998:3) says 
that pragmatics concerns with the study of meaning as communicated by a 
speaker and interpreted by a listener. Consequently, it has more to do with the 
interpretation of meaning in a situation rather than simply to take into account the 
literal meaning. Further, Yule (1998:3) adds that pragmatics requires a 
consideration of how speakers organize what they want to say in accordance with 
who they are talking to, where, when and under what circumstances. It then leads 
to the understanding that pragmatics concerns with the contextual meaning. In this 
context, pragmatics does not merely deal with how speaker employs words in his 
utterances, but it more focuses on the speaker’s intended meaning which cannot 
be accommodated by the linguistic knowledge alone.  
Speaker in pragmatics can be anyone who has acquired pragmatic skill in 
their fields as Leech (1966:5) argues that “pragmatic skill is the ability to use 
one’s language successfully in any particular sphere of endeavor”.  Speaker can be 
a good novelist, a good orator, a good copywriter, and anyone who has acquired 
such skill in their specific field (Leech, 1966:5). Pragmatics concerns with 
utterances as its object of analysis. They are realized in the form of a single word, 
a phrase, or a sequence of sentences in context. Moreover, pragmatics investigates 
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utterances under the issue of speech acts, implicature, deixis, politeness, 
cooperative principles, reference, and presupposition. 
a. Speech Acts 
The term speech acts was firstly proposed by Austin (1955) in his book 
entitled How to Do Things with Words. He (1955:12) claims that to say something 
is to do something. He then emphasizes his point that in saying something people 
are actually doing something, such as informing, promising, warning, asking, 
ordering, stating, wishing, etc. Consequently, language is not simply used for 
saying things, but it is used rather for doing things. In daily communication, 
speech acts can be found in the advertisement.  
According to Yule (1998:25), speech acts refer to actions performed via 
utterances. Further, he adds that speech acts deal with speaker’s communicative 
intention which will be recognized by the hearer. In this study, the speaker is the 
advertiser and the listener is the targeted consumer/reader. Therefore, speech acts 
accommodate the readers to examine the advertiser’s intentions and goals through 
sentences presented in the advertisement.  
Austin categorizes speech acts into three kinds of acts. The first act is 
locution, the act of speaking. Locution refers to the identifiable words that are 
arranged on the basis of a particular grammar having a certain sense and reference 
(Austin via Holtgraves, 2008:11). Thus, this act involves the construction of 
speech such as employing certain words together with the grammatical rules of a 
particular language. In other words, locutionary act is the basic act of producing a 
meaningful linguistic expression (utterance). For example, when John says to 
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Mark, “I will do it tonight,” the sound produced by John will be recognized by 
Mark as words with a particular meaning and a particular reference (Austin via 
Holtgraves, 2008:11).  
The next act is illocution, the act done in speaking. Austin in Holtgraves 
(2008:11) claims that illocutionary act is the conventional force associated with 
the uttering of the words in a particular context. In other words, illocutionary act 
refers to the well-formed utterances with function in mind. Illocutionary act is 
performed with intentionality. Thus, illocutionary act shows the intended meaning 
of the speaker’s utterances. This act consists of two basic components, namely an 
illocutionary force (F) and a propositional content (P). For example, John’s 
utterance of ‘I promise to do it tonight’ will have the force of promise (Austin in 
Holtgraves, 2008:11).  
The last one is perlocution, the act performed by speaking. Perlocutionary 
act refers to the effects the utterance has on the hearer (Austin in Holtgraves, 
2008:11). The examples of the goal of this act are to convince the hearer of the 
truth of a statement and to cause the hearer to feel a requirement to do something. 
For example, the effect of John’s promise may include Mark’s recognition that 
John is making a promise. Another example of perlocutionary acts has proposed 
by Sadock (1974). He explains that by uttering the sentence ‘You don't look a day 
over forty’, one might flatter an elderly person to whom it was addressed, amuse 
or insult a young addressee, embarrass oneself, and so on (Sadock, 1974; 8-9). 
The perlocutionary effect of an utterance can be intentional or unintentional since 
the perlocutionary effects associated with an utterance is not limited. The speaker 
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is capable of denying the intended perlocutionary act by saying things like ‘I 
didn't mean to humiliate you’ or ‘I was just saying a fact’. 
The most generally discussed of those three mentioned acts is the 
illocutionary acts, the acts done in the process of speaking. Yule (1998:49) 
underlines the idea that the term “speech acts” is commonly interpreted as the 
illocutionary acts of utterances. Hence, Illocutionary acts are generally considered 
as the core of the theory of speech acts, which will be discussed in the next 
section. 
b. Illocutionary Acts 
 The term illocutionary acts was firstly introduced by Austin (1955). He has 
classified illocutionary acts into five basic categories of verdictive, expositive, 
exercitive, behabitive, and commissive. Later, an American language philosopher 
named Searle (1969) is best known for having developed the taxonomy of 
illocutionary acts. According to Searle and Vanderveken (1985:109), the minimal 
units of human communication are speech acts of a type called illocutionary acts. 
Whenever somebody says an utterance or a sentence within an appropriate context 
with particular purposes in mind, he actually performs illocutionary acts. 
Statements, questions, commands, promises, and apologies are kinds of 
illocutionary acts. A speaker employs illocutionary acts because he intends to get 
the hearer to recognize his intention to produce it. Therefore, when a speaker 
utters a sentence, he means what he literally says and also means something more. 
In general, illocutionary act consists of an illocutionary force with a 
propositional content. According to Mey (1993: 156), illocutionary force is the 
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speaker’s involvement in what is uttered. Illocutionary force signifies what 
illocutionary act the speaker is performing while uttering the sentence. Bierwisch 
(1980: 1) says that what speech acts have in common is called propositional 
content and what they differ in is called illocutionary force. For instance, the two 
utterances ‘You will leave the room’ and ‘Leave the room!’ have the same 
propositional content that ‘you will leave the room’. The first utterance has the 
illocutionary force of a prediction and the other has the illocutionary force of an 
order.  
1) The Types of Illocutionary Acts 
Searle (1999:12-16) classifies five basic kinds of illocutionary acts. The 
first category is assertive. This type of illocutionary act is intended to tell people 
how things are. Assertive shows an actual state of affairs. The function of 
assertive is to commit the speaker to something's being the case, to the truth of the 
expressed proposition (Searle, 1999:12). Assertive has the words-to-world 
direction of fit. This means that the speaker is attempting to get words to match 
the world. The psychological state expressed by the speaker in assertive is a 
belief, that the speaker believes the propositional content of his utterances. The 
degrees of belief could vary from the weak case such as hypothesizing something 
to the strong one such as solemnly swearing something. Assertive has the value 
true or false. Thus, the examples of assertive include statement of fact, assertion, 
conclusion, claim, and description representing the world as the speaker believes 
it is. Some English verbs of this category are assert, claim, affirm, state, deny, 
disclaim, assure, argue, rebut, inform, notify, remind, object, predict, report, 
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retrodict, suggest, insist, conjecture, hypothesize, guess, swear, testify, admit, 
confess, accuse, blame, criticize, praise, complain, boast, and lament (Searle and 
Vanderveken, 1985:182). Here are some examples of assertive sentences. 
1) The earth is flat. 
2) Chomsky didn’t write about peanut. 
3) It was a warm sunny day.      
(Yule, 1998:53) 
In conclusion, by saying assertive, the speaker makes the words fit the world 
(belief). 
 The second category is directive. The function of this category is intended 
by the speaker to get the hearer to do something. Directive has world-to-word 
direction of fit. This means that the speaker is attempting to alter the world in line 
with words. The propositional content of this type is always that the hearer does 
some future action. The examples of directive include ordering, requesting, 
commanding, questioning, and entreating. Verbs denoting directive are direct, 
request, ask, urge, tell, require, demand, command, order, forbid, prohibit, enjoin, 
permit, suggest, insist, warn, advise, recommend, beg, supplicate, entreat, 
beseech, implore, and pray (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985:198). The examples of 
directive sentences are presented as follows. 
1) Gimme a cup of coffe. Make it black. 
2) Could you lend me a pen, please? 
3) Don’t touch that.     
(Yule, 1998:54) 
 The third category is commissive. Commissive refers to the act that the 
speaker uses to commit himself to do things. The function of this category is to 
commit the speaker to some future course of action. The psychological state of 
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commissive is intention. Commissive has world-to-word direction of fit which is 
similar to directive, but they differ in the sense of who takes the action that will 
alter the world. In directive, it is the hearer who does the future action such as 
command. Meanwhile, in commissive the speaker is the one who takes future 
actions to fulfill his own intention such as promising. The English verbs of 
commissive are commit, promise, threaten, vow, pledge, swear, accept,, refuse, 
offer, bid, assure, guarantee, contract, covenant, and bet (Searle and Vanderveken, 
1985:192). The examples of commissive are presented as follows. 
1) I’ll be back. 
2) I’m going to get it right the next time. 
3) We will not do that.    
(Yule, 1998:54) 
 The fourth category is expressive. Expressive is the act to express the 
speaker’s feelings and attitudes. The illocutionary function of this category is to 
express the psychological state about the conditions represented in the 
propositional content. In other words, acts of this kind show the speaker's own 
feelings. Expressive has no direction of fit. This means that the speaker does not 
need to get the word to match the world or vice versa in performing an expressive. 
Expressive shows the truth of expressed proposition. The members of expressive 
may be statements of pleasure, apologize, thank, praise, pain, likes, dislikes, joy 
or sorrow. Searle and Vanderveken (1985:211) state the English verbs of 
expressive such as apologize, thank, condole, congratulate, complain, lament, 
protest, deplore, boast, compliment, praise, welcome, and greet. Examples of 
expressive are presented as follows. 
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1) I’m really sorry! 
2) Congratulations! 
3) Oh, yes, great, mmmm, ssahh.    
(Yule, 1998:53) 
 The last category is declaration. Declaration refers to an act used by the 
speaker to change the world through words. Thus, the point of this category is to 
bring about the change in the world by saying so. The characteristic of this 
category is the successful performance of the utterance to match the propositional 
content and reality. For example, the Priest pronounces a man and woman as 
husband and wife, then they are married. The successful performance of this act is 
due to the fact that the speaker has an authority to do so. The uniqueness of the 
member of declaration is that there is no surface syntactical distinction between 
the illocutionary force and its propositional content. This kind of feature 
distinguishes declaration from the other categories. Searle and Vanderveken, 
(1985:205) assign the English declarative words such as declare, resign, adjourn, 
appoint, nominate, approve, confirm, disapprove, endorse, renounce, disclaim, 
denounce, repudiate, bless, curse, excommunicate, consecrate, christen, 
abbreviate, name, and call. The examples of declaration are presented as follows. 
1) Priest: I now pronounce you husband and wife. 
2) Referee: You’re out! 
3) Jury Foreman: We find the defendant guilty    
(Yule, 1998:53) 
c. Speech Acts in Written Media 
According to Durant and Lambrou (2009:26), the term media refers to 
forms or channels used for presenting information. Media may be audio, visual, or 
audio-visual. With development of technology, people can communicate with 
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others through various kinds of media such as telephone, film, song, written 
document, etc.  
Besides, Durant and Lambrou (2009:2) also state that media language is 
language transmitted by means of a specific channel (spoken or written) and 
combined with images, amplified, broadcast, recorded, streamed online, and etc. 
In this sense, media language is a kind of system that is made up of a structure of 
words and images. Therefore, media language is used to convey information and 
to persuade its audience to have the same belief or to do a particular action. The 
example of media language is found in advertisement. 
Durant and Lambrou (2009:13) argue that whatever kind of language used 
in media is called as media utterances. These utterances are communicative acts 
which convey certain intended language functions such as promising, apologizing, 
commanding, etc. In pragmatic study, these acts are identified as speech acts. 
Cohen and Tarone (1994:41) argue that “in stating an opinion in writing, a 
writer is performing speech acts”. Speech acts are employed in a way to 
communicate the intention of the writer. In the context of advertising, speech acts 
are used by the advertiser to do things with words, such as claiming, introducing, 
commanding, etc. Thus, this research applies the principles of the speech act 
theory to analyze the advertiser’s intention in producing headline and slogan 
utterances used in print advertisements. 
2. Advertising 
The urge to advertise has been part of human life since the ancestral era. 
Presumably, advertising is as old as commerce itself. According to Lane, King, 
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and Russell (2008: 8), the earliest known evidence of advertising is a Babylonian 
clay tablet dating to 3000 BC. Although advertising has developed from time to 
time, the essence of advertising stays almost the same. It performs a variety of 
functions such as communicating the message of the product, describing the 
features of the product, showing the ingredients of the product, and informing the 
place of availability of the product. Leech (1966: 25) states that advertising is 
addressed towards a mass audience with the aim of promoting sales of a 
commercial product or services. 
Moreover, Bovee and Arens (1992: 5) define advertising as the non-
personal communication of information usually paid for and usually persuasive in 
nature about products, services, or ideas by identified sponsors through the 
various media. This definition is in line with Burke’s notion of advertising. He 
says that advertising is a sales message directed to a mass audience that seeks 
through persuasion to sell goods, services, or ideas on behalf of the paying 
sponsor (Burke, 1987: 9). Moreover, Wells et al. (2006: 05) define advertising as 
paid persuasive communication that uses non-personal mass media as well as 
other forms of interactive communication to a reach broad audience to connect an 
identified sponsor with a target audience. 
Advertising works by persuading consumers, but it does not cause the 
consumers to feel personally persuaded by it. This is because advertising is 
designed in such a way to persuade the viewers without literally saying it. All in 
all, it can be concluded that advertising is designed to persuade a mass audience. 
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Bovee and Arens (1992: 262-74) propose several elements of 
advertisement. They are headline, subhead, body copy, box and panel, slogan, 
seal, logotype and signature. Headline performs a function that is to attract 
consumers’ attention. Subhead transmits the key sales points since it presents 
more information in more words that the headline. Body copy tells the complete 
sales story. Box and panel are intended to draw more attention to a particular 
element or massage which is usually written in a box. Slogan identifies the 
advertised product from its competitors. Seal provides a valued endorsement for 
the advertised product. Meanwhile, logotype and signature are special designs of 
the brand name. They are usually in the form of a name or initial in a distinctive 
typeface. 
In consequence, the above elements are not always found in advertisement.  
Advertisers have the authority to employ and omit one or more elements of 
advertisement depending on what is needed. Therefore, each advertisement is 
unique. 
 
Figure 1. Alterna Haircare Advertisement 
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3. Headlines and Slogans 
There are various elements such as headline, body copy, slogan, etc., but 
these elements are not commonly used all together in a single advertisement. The 
employment of these elements is optional. According to Leech (1966:59), the 
headline and signature line, a mention of brand name which is often accompanied 
by slogan, are the most indispensable elements of a written advertisement. Since 
headline and slogan are regarded as important parts, these two elements become 
the focus of this study. 
The first element is headline. The term headline refers to the words in the 
leading position of an advertisement. As a result, headlines are commonly written 
in the bigger font than the other elements of the advertisement. Bovee and Arens 
(1992: 264-5) classify headlines into five categories, namely benefit, provocative, 
news/information, question, and command. Benefit headline creates a direct 
promise to the readers. Provocative headline is intended to provoke the reader’s 
curiosity. If the reader wonders to know more, he must read on. News/information 
headline is to gain the identification for their product/brand through providing 
some news of promise of information. Question headline may be tricky as if it 
fails to attract the reader’s attention to read the rest of the ads. It will not 
accomplish its objective. Command headline orders the reader to do something.  
The other element is slogan. Rein in Dubovicience and Skorupa (2014: 63) 
states slogan as a unique phrase identified with a company or brand. Slogans aim 
at drawing consumer’s attention and identifying a product or service from its 
competitors in the market. Slogans are few words that appear beneath or beside 
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the corporate name at the bottom of aprint advertisement and are separated from 
the body copy of easy recognition (Dowling and Kabanoff, 1996: 64). In other 
words, slogans sum up the theme of company’s advertising to deliver an easily 
remembered message in a few words. 
Slogans stay the same after years which help consumers to recognize them 
instantly. Moreover, effective slogans are short, memorable, easy to understand 
and to repeat. Good slogans help to set the product apart from its competitors. In 
other words, slogan is the idea which is used as a permanent marker or identifying 
sign to distinguish a whole company.  
Since slogans are used to reinforce the product identity and to provoke 
purchase from the potential consumers, advertisers create slogans in a short, 
memorable, and catchy form. Through slogan, advertisers try to deliver the 
message of the advertisement effectively without causing the consumers’ 
repulsion and resistance. 
4. The Discourse of Advertising  
Advertising is used as a media of communication which has one or more 
functions to perform. Advertising is a prominent discourse type in virtually all 
contemporary societies (Cook, 2001:4). Discourse is concerned with language and 
the context of communication.  Discourse in the sense of advertising is text and 
context together. Text and context interact in a way which is perceived as 
meaningful and unified by the participants. Thus, analyzing advertising as a 
discourse type needs to describe both text and context. Text is used to mean 
linguistic forms when context refers to components such as substance, picture, 
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paralanguage, situation, co-text, inter-text, participants, and function (Cook, 2001: 
4). 
a. Substance  
Substance refers to the physical material which carries or relays text. 
Substance can be any material such as wrapping paper, magazine, brochure, 
catalog, video tape, etc. which is designed to provide information of the 
advertisement. Substance of an advertisement is a vehicle for its own linguistic 
and pictorial messages (Cook, 2001:21). In audio or audio-visual advertisement, 
the substance of spoken language is sound waves originating from the human 
vocal tract. Meanwhile, in the context of print advertisement, written language is 
carried by marks on a prepared surface such as paper or painted metal, by points 
of light on a screen, or by three-dimensional letters, such as those used in neon 
signs (Cook, 2001:18). 
b. Music and Picture 
Music is employed an audio and audio-visual medium such as television 
advertisement. Music can be an instrument, song, or jingle. On the other hand, 
picture as the essence of communication in print advertisement performs some 
functions such as initiating mood, giving information, persuading consumers and 
making claims of a product powerful (Cook, 2001:42). Picture gives contributions 
such as helping consumers to figure out how the product looks like and also 
attracting the consumers’ attention to the advertisement itself. Thus, a print 
advertisement with both pictures and words is more effective.  
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c. Paralanguage  
Paralanguage refers to meaningful behavior accompanying language, such 
as voice quality, gestures, facial expressions and touch in spoken discourse, and 
choice of typeface and letter sizes in written discourse. In writing, important 
meanings may be conveyed by letter sizes, typefaces and handwriting styles. 
These factors carry meaning which may reinforce or contradict the linguistic 
meaning of the signs which they accompany. Thus, paralinguistic behavior may 
imply a particular meaning. 
d. Situation 
Situation refers to the properties and relations of objects and people in the 
vicinity of the text, as perceived by the participants. Situation also describes the 
linguistic and non-linguistic environment of the advertisement. Situation of an 
advertisement is usually limited, such as a minute or less of tv time, the area of a 
screen or poster, one or two pages of a magazine. 
e. Co-text 
Co-text refers to the text which precedes or follows under the analysis and 
which participants judge to belong to the same discourse. Co-text is the text 
surrounding a particular word or sentence under discussion. If the headline of an 
advertisement is being analyzed, all texts in that advertisement becomes the co-
text. 
f. Inter-text 
Inter-text associates with the text under consideration and affects the 
receiver’s interpretation. Inter-text may be the relationship between texts. Inter-
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text implies texts which are related, in intention or interpretation, to that under 
consideration (Cook, 2001:23). Intertext relies very much on the receiver’s 
knowledge. Therefore, intertext is part of the interaction between sender and 
receiver through text. 
g. Participants 
Participants are described as the sender, addresser, addressee, and receiver. 
The ‘sender’ of a message is not always the same as the ‘addresser’. The sender of 
an advertisement is the client/the company of the brand. Meanwhile, the addresser 
is the creative team of advertising agency who originates the advertisement. 
Neither is the ‘receiver’ always the ‘addressee’. Both the addressee and receiver 
are public. The addressee may be a specific target group, but the receiver is 
anyone who sees the advertisement. Each participant is a part of the context and 
an observer of it. 
h. Function 
Advertisement as a discourse type is an act of communication whose 
primary purpose is to sell a given product. This is not its only function. Function 
also refers to what the text is intended to do by the senders (or addressers), or 
perceived to do by the receivers (or addressees). In this study, function also 
supports the illocutionary act that is performed in the advertising texts, especially 
the headlines and slogans. 
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5. Beauty Products and Elle 
Figure 2. Elle Cover Issued in March 
Beauty products cover all products for face, body, nails and hair. These 
kinds of products are usually designed for a particular part of our body in order to 
maintain its good condition, make it more attractive, or change the way it looks. 
These products are essentially for both men and women, but later they are widely 
known to be specially designed for women only. In consequence, beauty products 
have gained popularity amongst young and mature women who seek to enhance 
their physical attractiveness. 
Beauty products are available in numerous types and prices in the market. 
In term of types, there are lots beauty products such as shampoos which are 
specifically formulated for normal hair, color-treated hair and damaged hair. 
Meanwhile, in term of prices, beauty products are labeled as a drugstore item or 
high-end item. These phenomena happen since different targeted customers look 
for particular beauty products which can fulfill their specific needs. Consequently, 
each of beauty product brands tries to stand out from its competitors. Therefore, 
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women as the targeted customers are all exposed to similar items of beauty 
product produced by different brands which basically are the same.  
Aware of the stiff competition of the same beauty products in the market, 
advertisers should choose wisely the media to advertise their products. Magazines 
as a medium of mass communication can reach a widespread public audience. 
They are published periodically on a regular period of time and commonly printed 
on glossy paper.  
There are varieties of magazines available in the market whether they are 
published in both, printed and digital edition. One of popular printed and digital 
magazines is Elle. Elle is a good example of a powerful media which regularly 
reach a vast number of women. Moreover, Elle is constantly flooded with beauty 
product advertisements. It was first launched in Paris in 1945. The name Elle is 
originally derived from French, which means ‘she’ or ‘her’. Moreover, Elle is a 
part of Hearst, one of the nation’s largest diversified media, information, and 
services companies in the USA. Elle itself is under the ownership of Hearst 
Digital Media, a unit of Hearst Magazines, which also owns other popular 
magazines such as Cosmopolitan, Harper’s BAZAAR, and Car and Driver. 
Elle is the first fashion magazine to feature content on the Google Glass 
app (Elle Media Kit, 2015:2). It is the world’s biggest-selling fashion magazine 
which has 44 print editions worldwide and 37 websites. No wonder, Elle reaches 
more than 16 million readers across all media such as print, digital, mobile, and 
social as well. Elle’s digital edition itself reaches 40,733 readers each month (Elle 
Media Kit, 2015:6).  
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Elle is designed to inspire women in exploring their very own style and 
praising it in every aspect of their lives. It highlights women’s need of fashion, 
beauty, entertainment, health, living, and also pop culture, that are happening in 
that time. Thus, Elle claims that its contents are always inspiring, relevant and 
uniquely personal in term of its content.  
B. Previous Studies  
The studies concerning speech acts and language in advertisement are 
varied. Advertising issues related to the language use, the linguistic elements, the 
stylistic features, etc. have been analyzed by many researchers and each of them 
has its own uniqueness in term of its topic, focus, theory, and object. This 
phenomenon initiates the researcher to conduct a research related to speech acts in 
written advertisement, specifically the illocutionary acts in headline and slogan of 
beauty product advertisements. Some previous researches related to speech acts in 
advertisement are outlined as follows. 
A research about speech acts in written advertisement has been conducted 
by Hary Prasojo Syafa’atillah (2014) entitled Pragmatic Study of Printed 
Cigarette Advertisements Issued in Time Magazine between 1990-2000. This 
research proposes three objectives. They are 1) to identify the elements of printed 
ads are contained in the printed cigarette ads, 2) to find out the types of 
illocutionary acts used in the printed cigarette ads, 3) to explain the meaning 
contained in each of the printed cigarette ads. A quantitative method is employed 
in this research while the data of this research compromise all the elements of 29 
printed cigarette ads of 6 different brands. The findings say that the printed 
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cigarette advertisements do not contain all the elements of printed advertisement 
which have been discussed in the theoretical framework. The most frequently 
used illocutions are direct-literal and indirect-nonliteral. Meanwhile, the unique 
design of each cigarette product is to help the readers distinguish one cigarette 
product over the others.  
The other research entitled Speech Acts in Written Advertisements: 
Identification, Classification, and Analysis is conducted by Simona Simon and 
Daniel Dejica-Cartis in 2015. This research focuses on analyzing speech acts from 
an interdisciplinary perspective. This research tries to identify, classify and 
analyze the macro and micro speech acts in written advertisement using a 
quantitative method. The data of this research are eighty-four advertisements 
related to various products, services, and general interest issues selected from 
various newspapers and magazines. The findings of this research show the 
advertisers’ preference for some micro and macro speech acts over the others. The 
results have shown that the micro-speech acts include information, direction and 
assertion, and the macro-speech acts include persuasion and information. 
Specifically, written advertisements have the primary function of persuading or 
informing the readers, and the secondary function of informing, giving directions 
and making positive statements about the offer, without bringing the necessary 
evidence to support them. 
The difference of the two previously mentioned studies are laid in the 
analysis, the focus of study, and also the object of the study. Simona Simon and 
Daniel Dejica-Cartis focus on identifying, classifying, and analyzing speech acts 
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in written ads through an interdisciplinary perspective, a combination of 
pragmatics and discourse analysis. On the other hand, Syafa’atillah is interested in 
conducting a pragmatic analysis, particularly the illocutionary of speech acts. He 
concerns with the elements of printed cigarette ads, types of illocutionary acts, 
and the meaning of each analyzed ads. This research is different from the two 
previous studies as it concerns only on the illocutionary acts in the headline and 
slogan of beauty product advertisements. Thus, this research tries to examine the 
types of illocutionary acts and its discursive context in the beauty product 
advertising headline and slogan in the digital version of Elle issued in March 
2016. 
C. Conceptual Framework 
This research attempts to analyze the illocutionary acts in the headline and 
slogan of beauty product advertisements. The headline and slogan are taken from 
fifty one beauty products advertisements in the digital version of Elle magazine 
USA issued in March 2016. Searle’s taxonomy of illoutionary acts (1999) is 
employed to analyze the data in this research. Searle has classified illocutionary 
acts into five different categories, namely assertive, directive, commissive, 
expressive, and declaration. 
Moreover, this research also focuses on the illocutionary functions of 
illocutionary acts. Leech (1983:104) reveals the function of illocutionary acts 
according to how these functions relate to the social goal of establishing and 
maintaining comity. The functions are competitive, convivial, collaborative, and 
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conflictive. All in all, to make the description of conceptual framework clear, the 
researcher proposes a systematic way presented in the figure as follows. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
A. Type of Research 
A qualitative method was applied in this research. This method was used to 
describe the phenomena related to the use of language and its context. Patton 
(2002:162) says that qualitative research refers to a study based on descriptive 
data that do not (regularly) make use of statistical procedures. Taylor, Bogdan, 
and DeVault (2016:7) state that “qualitative methodology refers in the broadest 
sense to research that produces descriptive data—people’s own written or spoken 
words and observable behavior”.  
Moreover, VanderStoep and Johnston (2009:310) state that qualitative 
research produces narrative or textual descriptions of phenomena under the study. 
Qualitative approach dealt with the possibilities to solve the problems through 
collecting, classifying, analyzing, and interpreting data. Therefore, a qualitative 
method provided more in-depth understanding of the language phenomena. 
According to Neuman (2007:89), qualitative data involve documenting real 
events, recording what people say (with words, gestures, and tone), observing 
specific behaviors, studying written documents, or examining visual images. 
Therefore, the goal of qualitative research was descriptive, which was to describe 
the phenomena under the study.  Thus, the descriptive qualitative method was 
applied in this study in order to describe the types and the context of illocutionary 
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acts in the headlines and slogans of beauty product advertisements found in Elle 
issued in March 2016. 
B. Form, Source, and Context of Data 
Bodgan and Biklen (1982: 73) describe data as any rough materials 
collected by the researcher from the world or field they are studying. The data of 
this study were in the form of words, phrases, clauses and sentences denoting 
illocutionary acts in the headlines and slogans of beauty product advertisements. 
Besides, the context of the data was the whole text of each beauty product 
advertisement. 
The primary data sources of this research were beauty product 
advertisements taken from Elle issued in March 2016. There had been about fifty 
beauty product advertisements found in Elle. However, the researcher limited the 
analyzed advertisements into twenty six beauty products, particularly cosmetics 
and skincare products considering the intensity of the appearance of the products, 
the researcher’s accessibility and effectiveness of the data analysis process.  The 
advertisements were from various brands, namely Lancôme, Clinique, Nars, 
Urban Decay, Givenchy, Dr. Brant, Clarins, Rimmel, Sally Hansen, Aveeno, 
Laneige, Ľoréal, Alterna, Cover Girl, Caress Nexxus, Maybelline, Neutrogena, 
Simple, St.Ives, and Burt’s Bees. The researcher also used some additional 
references as the supporting information in analyzing the data. They were books, 
journals, and articles related to the advertised products or brands. 
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C. Instruments of Research 
The primary instrument of this research was the researcher herself. Neuman 
(2007:283) says that in the qualitative research, the researcher is the instrument 
for measuring field data. Besides, Moleong (2001:121) states that the researcher 
in qualitative method plays as the designer, the collector, the analyst, the 
interpreter, and the reporter of the data finding. Furthermore, the secondary 
instrument of this research was the data sheet in order to obtain data accurately. 
The use of data sheet is illustrated below. 
Clinique Sweet Pots 
 
Figure 4. Clinique advertisement 
Table 1. The sample of data sheet of illocutionary acts in headlines and 
slogans of beauty product advertisements issued in Elle  
Code Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
4
/P
5
9
/H
 Headline: 
half 
sugar. 
Half 
shine. 
Twice as 
Assertive  The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
The utterance “Half sugar. Half shine” is related to 
the notion of a claim that Clinique provides a lip 
product which is made from sugar and oil. 
Thus, advertiser uses assertive to say how the 
product is. Through the utterance “half sugar. half 
shine”, the advertiser promote a 2-in-1product, a 
lip balm and lip scrub. Meanwhile, the phrase 
“twice as tempting” is related to an assertion which 
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tempting is a positive statement about the product which is 
shown in the headline through contradicting the 
word “half” and “twice”. Thus, the Clinique Sweet 
Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm belongs to an 
assertive illocutionary act since it says how the 
product is. Assertive is used by the advertiser in 
order to persuade the readers through contradicting 
how the half different ingredients can offer the 
customers twice temptation. 
 
Table 2. The sample of data sheet of the discursive context 
 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form of 
PDF. This kind of version enables people outside USA to get 
Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture in Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm 
advertisement is the products itself presented in various 
colors. They are displayed in wrapping paper that makes the 
products like macaroons. 
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement employs one font style with different 
sizes. The bigger size is for the headline which is placed in the 
center of the ads. Meanwhile, the body copy has a smaller 
size. 
4.  Situation This advertisement has a simple design with a white 
background which is intended to drag the readers’ focus on 
the product. The products are pictured like macaroons. 
5.  Co-text The co-context is the body copy introducing the product 
name, “New. 2-in-1 Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip 
Balm”. 
6.  Inter-text Women need two different products for scrubbing and 
moisturizing lips. Now, Clinique provides 2-in-1 product for its 
customers.  
7.  Participants The advertiser uses the product to inform the customers 
about the message of the advertisement and the addresses 
are targeted lip scrub and lip balm customers. 
8.  Function The functions of the advertisement are to support the 
marketing activity of Clinique and to persuade women to use 
Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm, a lip product 
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that serves two benefits, scrubbing and moisturizing.  
 
Note of abbreviations: 
Code 
D1 : Datum Number 1 
P23-24 : Page 23-24 
H : Headline 
S : Slogan 
 
 
 
D. Data Collection Techniques 
The data collection procedures of this research were stated in details as 
follows. 
1) Downloading Elle magazine from texture.com; 
2) Taking a look at the official website of Elle on  www.elle.com  to make sure 
that the file from texture.com was correct; 
3) Observing beauty product advertisements, particularly cosmetic, hair and skin 
care products; 
4) Identifying and noting the words, phrases, clauses, and sentences which were 
the headlines and slogans of each beauty product advertisement; 
5) Classifying the data into the types of illocutionary acts and the context which 
supports the illocutionary act; 
6) Writing the raw data into the data sheet. 
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E. Data Analysis Techniques 
Bogdan and Biklen (1982: 145) state that qualitative data analysis is to 
work with data, to organize it, to break it into manageable units, to synthesize it, 
to search for patterns, to discover what is important and what is to be learned, and 
to decide what the researcher will explain. The research used content analyses in 
the analysis of data. Content analysis is conducted to unravel the content of 
written devices which illustrates the situation of the writer and the society of when 
it is produced (Nawawi, 1993: 68-69). Moreover, content analysis focuses on the 
characteristic of language as communication with attention to the contextual 
meaning of text. 
The processes of data analysis were stated in the following steps. 
1) Reading each of beauty product advertisement and identifying the types of 
illocutionary act and the context which supports the illocutionary act; 
2) Interpreting the headlines and slogans to classify them based on the types of 
illocutionary act and the context which supports the illocutionary act then 
transferring them to the data sheet; 
3) Applying the trustworthiness of the data by asking friends and lecturers to 
check the data in order to support the data analysis; and 
4) Drawing conclusions based on the result of the research. 
F. Trustworthiness 
Trustworthiness was employed in this research to ensure and the 
dependability of the findings. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985: 290), the 
aim of applying trustworthiness in qualitative research is to support the argument 
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that the inquiry findings are worth paying attention to. Trustworthiness also 
supported the reliability of the data. According to Vanderstoep and Johnston 
(2009: 179), the reliability of data can be gained by conducting triangulation.  
Triangulation was a method used by qualitative researchers to check and to 
validate the findings of the study. It was a process to ensure the data through some 
techniques. The techniques included five types. Those are data triangulation, 
investigator triangulation, theory triangulation, methodological triangulation, and 
environmental triangulation (Guion, 2002:1).  
This research employed some techniques, namely investigator, theory and 
data triangulation. According to Guion (2002:2), theory triangulation suggests 
application of concepts and perspectives from various related theories in order to 
examine and interpret the data. Investigator triangulation involved the more 
standard approach of using several analysts or coders to review the data. 
Meanwhile, data triangulation includes the use of different sources of 
data/information (Guion, 2002:1). In this research, data triangulation involved 
visual data which were triangulated with verbal data as a source of information. 
Visual data were pictures of advertisements. The verbal data were advertising 
texts. The link between pictures and texts were captions, a short text that 
specifically ties a picture to other meanings. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Findings 
Based on the data analysis, this research reveals 47 data of illocutionary 
acts in the headlines and slogans of 28 beauty product advertisements issued in 
Elle March 2016. The research findings are elaborated as follows. 
1. The Types of the Illocutionary Acts of Headlines and Slogans of Beauty 
Product Advertisements 
In terms of the types, illocutionary acts can be divided into five 
categories. They are assertive, directive, commissive, expressive, and declaration. 
The findings of the types of illocutionary acts shows that there are four types of 
illocutionary acts found in the headlines and slogans of beauty product 
advertisements, namely assertive, directive, commissive, and expressive. The 
most often occurring type is assertive. Directive is in the second rank. 
Commissive is in the third rank. Meanwhile, the least occurring type is 
expressive. Based on the findings, declaration is not found in the data. 
2. The Discursive Context of the Illocutionary Acts of Headlines and 
Slogans of Beauty Product Advertisements 
Each type of illocutionary acts is figured out and explained on the basis of 
not only the linguistic forms (the locutionary acts) but also the discourse or 
context of headlines and slogans of the written advertisements. The discursive 
context is identified and explained within eight categories, namely substance, 
picture, paralanguage, situation, co-text, inter-text, participants, and function. In 
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this research, all advertisements share the same substance and participants. Table 
4 shows an example of the findings on the advertising context in beauty product 
advertisements issued in Elle March 2016. It is not possible to present all findings 
in this section due to the interpretative and explanatory aspects of the findings and 
due to space limit. The detailed findings are provided in the appendix. 
Table 3. The Discursive Context of Clinique Advertisement 
No 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1. Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the 
form of PDF. This kind of version enables people outside 
USA to get Elle easily. 
2. Picture The picture in Clinique shows 9 different products in 
different shades. They are displayed in arranged formation 
from a very light one to a very dark one or in other way 
round. 
3. Paralanguage Clinique uses one single font style in different sizes. The 
capitalized font is employed in the brand name. The 
headline is written in the biggest font. Meanwhile, the 
subhead and body copy use an un-capitalized font and 
smaller size. 
4. Situation The products are set in a white color background. The 
white color is intended to drag the readers’ focus on the 
products. Meanwhile, the headline, brand name and body 
copy are placed around the products. 
5. Co-text The co-context is all the texts in this ad, especially the 
subhead and body copy. The subhead says “new. Chubby 
in the nude foundation stick”. Meanwhile, the body copy 
says “portable perfection in 10 you-only-better shades. Go 
nude now at clinique.com” 
6. Inter-text There are many types of foundation which have different 
coverage. They are full, medium and sheer coverage.  
Here, Clinique provides a buildable coverage of 
foundation which provides a simple and natural look. 
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No 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
7. Participants The sender is Clinique. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are all women who wonder a nude finish 
foundation. 
8. Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Clinique and to persuade customers to start using Chubby 
in the nude foundation stick. 
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B. Discussion 
Pragmatics and discourse are interpretative and explanatory in nature, in a 
way that the purpose or intention (illocutionary acts) of headlines and slogans 
cannot be analyzed by taking into account the text per se. Therefore, in this 
section, the findings on types of illocutionary acts will be explained within their 
respective context of their construction. Examples are provided for each type 
found during the analysis and they are further explained in details within their 
discursive context. 
The underlying purpose of this section is to show that illocutionary acts are 
constructed through the discourse or the language use in its context. Therefore, the 
researcher consecutively discusses the findings of the types of illocutionary acts 
and the discursive context which supports the illocutionary act. Both objectives 
are not discussed separately in order to find out the relation between them.  
In terms of the context of the headlines and slogans, all of the data share 
the common ‘substance’ and ‘participants’. The substance is Elle digital version 
which is in the form of PDF. Meanwhile, the participants include the sender (the 
cosmetic brand), addresser (the advertiser), receiver (the readers), and addressee 
(a specific group of women targeted by the advertised product). Thus, the 
substance and participants are not discussed further in this section. They are also 
not considered to give less significant contribution to the construction of the 
illocutionary acts. 
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1. Assertive 
Assertive is a type of illocutionary acts that states what the speaker 
(advertiser) believes to be the case or not. Assertive expresses the advertiser’s 
belief. In the advertisement, assertive is also used by the advertiser to describe the 
product since it shows an actual state of affairs. The assertive acts and their 
discursive contexts are exemplified and explained in the headlines and slogans of 
Lancôme, Clinique Sweet Pots, Nars, Urban Decay, Maybelinne, and Simple. 
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a. The longwear you love to wear. Endless perfection. Supreme comfort (Lancôme’s 
Headline) 
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The headline of Lancôme advertisement performs an assertive 
illocutionary act. Assertive in this advertisement is closely related to the notion of 
the advertiser’s belief about the product since the function of assertive is used to 
show what the advertiser believes to be true. Assertive is also used to state the 
product’s excellences.  
The headline consists of three phrases, namely “the longwear you love to 
wear”, “endless perfection”, and “supreme comfort”.  The phrase “the word the 
longwear you love to wear” refers to the advertiser’s belief that the consumers 
will love the long use of this foundation. The phrase “endless perfection” refers to 
the claim that the foundation can perform an endless perfection of coverage. In the 
body copy, the foundation is claimed to have up to 24 hours of perfection for an 
even, ﬂawless, and velvety-matte ﬁnish. The last phrase saying “supreme 
comfort” refers to the advertiser’s statement that the foundation is comfortable for 
a long use. The body copy explains why the foundation is supreme comfort. It 
says that the foundation is retouch-free and shine-free up to 24 hours of comfort, 
with a smooth, light-weight texture that blends effortlessly. 
Thus, the headline shows the advertiser claims that the product provides 
the long-wear, gives endless perfection, and has supreme comfort feeling for its 
customers. The headline is a news/information headline that sums up what the 
whole messages of advertisement. It also explains excellences of the product. 
Moreover, the headline is placed on the upper side of the advertisement which is 
intended to catch consumers’ intention. 
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Besides, the illocutionary act of the headline is supported by the discursive 
context, namely picture, paralanguage, situation, co-text, inter-text, and function. 
The first is picture. It shows two models, a brush, and three foundation products. 
This advertisement uses two different models with different skin tone and type. 
The Caucasian model looks like having a normal-to-dry skin type. On the other 
hand, the African model has a combination-to-oily skin type. From this point, 
Lancôme tries to convince the readers that its foundation has a formula that 
matches all skin types. By using two extremely different skin tone models, 
Lancôme also gives the readers a clue that the product is a perfect match for all 
skin tones. 
The second is situation. Situation refers to the design of advertisement 
such as background color. Color plays a critical function since it conveys mood, 
feeling, and atmosphere (Danesi, 2004:76). This advertisement shows that the 
advertiser employs basic white and black color for the background in order to 
drag the readers’ focus on the picture of the models and products. Moreover, 
black and white also represent maturity which fits the idea that foundation is 
designed for mature women not for teenage girls. 
The third is paralanguage. It is realized in the choice of typefaces and letter 
sizes in writing. The typefaces are realized in the capitalized and lowercase letters. 
All elements except the body copy are written in capitalized letters with different 
sizes. The biggest size is employed in the brand name. Meanwhile, the smallest 
size is employed in the body copy which contains the detailed information of the 
product. 
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The fourth is co-text which involves all the texts of the advertisement. 
Besides the headline, the advertisement has other elements such as a brand name, 
subhead, product name, and also body copy as the co-text. The body copy gives 
the product description which is available in 35 shades, oil free formula, smooth 
texture, light-weight, velvety-matte finish, and easy to blend and retouch as well. 
Therefore, the message of the headline is clearly explained in the body copy.  
The fifth is inter-text. Foundation is known as a base makeup which means 
it is applied first before other products. It covers all area of the face except eyelids 
and lips. Thus, foundation may cause some problems after using it for hours. 
Foundation may be greasy, cracking, oily, heavy-weight, fading in a particular 
part of the face, etc.  
The last is function. The function of this advertisement is to persuade 
women to use foundation without feeling worried because Lancôme has made a 
product which is available in 35 shades, oil free formula, smooth texture, light-
weight, velvety-matte finish, and easy to blend and retouch as well. Thus, 
Lancôme advertisement proposes that Lancôme foundation product will meet 
every woman’s will of a foundation. 
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b. Half sugar. Half shine. Twice as tempting (Clinique Sweet Pots’ Headline) 
 
Figure 6. Clinique Sweet Pots advertisement 
 The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. The assertive in this 
headline has a point that is to give statements of facts about the product. The 
utterance “half sugar. half shine” is related to the notion of a claim that Clinique 
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provides a lip product which is made from sugar and oil. Thus, the advertiser uses 
assertive in order to explain the description of the product. 
Moreover, in the utterance “half sugar. half shine”, the advertiser promotes 
a 2-in-1product. It is a sheer and tinted moisturizing balm on one side and a sugar-
smoothing scrub on the other side. Meanwhile, the phrase “twice as tempting” is 
related to asserting a positive statement about the product. The positive statement 
is shown in the headline through contradicting the word “half” and “twice”. Thus, 
the Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm belongs to assertive 
illocutionary acts since it describes how the product’s actual state of affairs. 
Assertive is used by the advertiser in order to persuade the readers through 
contradicting how the half different ingredients can offer the customers twice 
temptation.   
Besides, the illocutionary act of the headline is also supported by the 
discursive context, namely picture, paralanguage, situation, co-text, inter-text, and 
function. The first is picture. Picture in advertisement helps consumers to figure 
out how the product looks like. In this advertisement, the picture is the products 
presented in various colors. They are displayed in wrapping paper that makes the 
products like macaroons.  
The second is situation. This advertisement is situated in a simple design 
with a white background. The white color background is used as a blank canvas. 
Besides, this color is plain and simple that will not distract readers’ focus from the 
picture and advertising texts. Thus, this design is intended to drag the readers’ 
focus on the message of the advertisement. 
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The third is paralanguage. This advertisement employs one typeface with 
different sizes. The bigger size is for the headline which is placed in the center of 
the advertisement. Meanwhile, the body copy has a little bit smaller size. Thus, it 
can be said that the paralanguage of this advertisement includes the choice of 
letter sizes in writing. 
The fourth is co-text. This advertisement only has a headline and body 
copy as its co-text. The body copy introduces the product name, “New. 2-in-1 
Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm”. The body copy supports the 
headline through giving explanation that Clinique provides 2-in-1 lip product for 
scrubbing and moisturizing. 
The fifth is inter-text. Lip balm and lip scrub are two different products. 
They also perform different functions. Lip balm is used to moisturize the dry lips. 
On the other hand, lip scrub is used to exfoliate dead skin on the lips. Thus, 
women need two different products for scrubbing and moisturizing lips before 
Clinique has provided 2-in-1 lip product. 
The last is function. The primary function of the advertisement is to 
support the marketing activity of Clinique, especially related to Clinique Sweet 
Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm. The other function is related to persuade women 
to use one lip product that serves two benefits, scrubbing and moisturizing, 
instead of using two separated products. 
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c. Introducing velvet matte skin tint SPF 30 (Nars’ Headline) 
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 This headline is a news/information headline which carries an assertive 
illocutionary act. The indicator of assertive lies in the word “introducing”. In this 
context, the word “introducing” is intended by the advertiser to inform the readers 
about the product for the first time. According to Searle and Vanderveken 
(1985:185), to inform is to assert to the hearer (in this context is the customer) 
about something s/he does not know before. The phrase saying “velvet matte skin 
tint spf 30” refers to the product name. The name itself clearly shows that the 
product is a tinted moisturizer (skin tint) with a velvet-matte finish and SPF 30. In 
this headline, the advertiser tries to inform the readers that now Nars releases a 
new product named velvet matte skin tint SPF 30.  
Besides, the illocutionary act of the headline is also supported by the 
discursive context, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, inter-text, and 
function.  The first is picture. Picture as a non-linguistic element is functioned to 
attract the consumers’ attention. This advertisement shows a bundle of magazines. 
The front cover of magazines is a model who makes a pose of lying and shows off 
her flawless skin. She wears natural makeup with a soft-matte finish. Furthermore, 
there is also a picture of the Nars product in the back cover. From this point, it can 
be concluded that the Nars product has a good quality. Therefore, it is used by a 
cover model.   
The second is situation. The advertiser designs the advertisement in a 
mauve pastel color background. This calm color is associated with the signature 
color of Nars. This advertisement takes two pages. Each page has its own picture 
and texts except the headline. The left page shows Nars’ foundation together with 
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a headline and subhead. The other page shows a picture of a model lying and 
showing her flawless skin together with a brand name, headline, and subhead. 
Therefore, this advertisement has a headline which is written twice. One is in the 
front cover and the other is on the back cover. 
The third is paralanguage which includes the choice of letter sizes in 
writing. All letters are written in a white color and a capital form. To distinguish 
one element from the others, the advertiser employs different font sizes. The 
biggest font size is used in the brand name. The subheads are written in a bigger 
size than the headline. Meanwhile, the body copy is written in the smallest size. 
The fourth is co-text. Besides the headline, this advertisement has the 
brand name, subheads, and body copy as the co-text. The subheads say “the new 
matte uncovered” and “pure skin appeal”. The body copy tells information about 
the product in points, such as instant gratification, effortless application, and 12 
global shades. The headline says Introducing velvet matte skin tint SPF 30. By 
employing this headline, the advertiser informs that the product is an easy-to-go 
foundation.  
The fifth is inter-text. It shows that most foundations require the users to 
apply a moisturizer first. Some foundations do not contain SPF so that the user 
should apply an additional SPF. Thus, women need a couple of products and time 
before applying foundation.  
The last is function. The function of this advertisement is to inform and 
persuade women to start doing makeup effortlessly by using Nars Velvet Skin 
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Tint SPF 30. This product combines the benefit of a foundation, moisturizer, and 
SPF with a soft-matte finish. 
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d. The perfect lipstick collection (Urban Decay’s Headline) 
 
Figure 8. Urban Decay advertisement 
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 The headline saying “the perfect lipstick collection” is a news/information 
headline which carries an assertive illocutionary act. An assertive is used by the 
speaker to show what he believes to be true. The force of assertive lies in the word 
“perfect”.  According to Oxford dictionary, perfect means complete and without 
any faults or weaknesses. This word is related to the notion of representing the 
advertiser’s belief that the product is perfect. Moreover, the word “perfect” is 
followed by the phrase “lipstick collection” which gives more information that the 
product has a set of lipstick products.   
The headline saying “the perfect lipstick collection” is an assertion. In the 
context of advertising, assertion refers to a positive statement or claim about the 
product and it is usually not followed by evidence. Through employing a positive 
statement, the advertiser tries to persuade the reader that Urban Decay has the 
excellent set of lipsticks, namely Gwen Stefani Collection. 
 Besides, the illocutionary act of the headline is also supported by the 
discursive context, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, inter-text, and 
function.  The first is picture. The picture of this advertisement shows a famous 
American singer, Gwen Stefani and also her lipstick product. Gwen Stefani wears 
a bold lipstick which supports her make-up look. The picture itself is taken from a 
medium angle that captures her half body. This angle shows the readers Gwen’s 
fashion style and also her makeup look. Meanwhile, the lipstick itself has its own 
design which is black-and-white graphic prints and antique gold accents.  
The second is situation. This advertisement is set in the purple and black 
color. Purple color matches Gwen’s lipstick and eye shadow color. On the other 
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hand, black color fits the product’s packaging. Moreover, these two colors are 
designed in such a way that makes the background unique. 
The third and fourth are paralanguage and co-text. This advertisement 
employs a headline, subhead, body copy, brand name, and product name as the 
co-text. The brand name is placed on the upper side of the advertisement which 
grabs the reader’s recognition to identify the advertisement. The product name is 
placed beside the picture of the model and followed by other elements. The 
headline is under the product name and is written in the capitalized. It is followed 
by a subhead “loaded with all of her dream-come-true shades” which is written in 
capital and italic font. This subhead gives more explanation to the headline and 
product name. The body copy is written in a smaller size than others and it tells 
where the readers can find the product. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
paralanguage of this advertisement includes the choice of typefaces and letter 
sizes in writing. 
The fifth is inter-text. The inter-text of this advertisement informs 
customers that Urban Decay (UD) Gwen Stefani Collection is a set of lipsticks 
which are made by UD in collaboration with Gwen. They create a special lipstick 
collection whose colors are typically Gwen, the perfect shades she always wishes 
she has in her collection. The packaging design is also inspired by Gwen’s love of 
black-and-white graphic prints and antique gold accents. Through these lipsticks, 
customers will have all the need to recreate Gwen’s signature looks for 
themselves.  
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The last is function. From the analysis above, it can be concluded that the 
function of this advertisement tries to persuade customers to recreate Gwen’s 
signature looks by using these lip products.  
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e. Make It Happen (Maybelline’s Slogan) 
Figure 9. Maybelline advertisement 
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  The slogan performs an assertive illocutionary act. Assertive in this 
advertisement is used by the advertiser in order to persuade customers through 
asserting that Maybelline make something happen. The word “it” is colored in 
deep brown which is different from other words. This word refers to what the 
headline says, doing brow in one simple sweep. Thus, the advertiser uses an 
utterance saying “make it happen” in order to convince customers that Maybelline 
make the perfect brow in one sweep happen.  In this advertisement, the persuasion 
is delivered in the form of a full sentence by combining the brand name and 
slogan, Maybelline make it happen. The advertiser persuades customers that 
Maybelline can help them to make a perfect brow only in one simple sweep 
happen. 
  Besides, the assertive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, inter-text, and function. 
The first is picture. This advertisement shows a picture of Gigi Hadid which is 
taken from a front and close-up angle. This angle gives a very detail picture of 
Gigi’s face, especially the brows as the focus of attention in this advertisement. 
From this point, the advertiser gives readers an illustration of the result of the 
product in a detailed look. A close up picture helps the consumers to figure out 
how the model’s brows look like after using Maybelline. 
  The second is situation. This advertisement is designed in a plain light 
brown background which color fits Gigi’s brow color. At the lower side of the 
advertisement, there is a white area used for showing the brand name and slogan. 
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This simple design is intended to make readers read all the advertising texts 
easier. 
  The third is paralanguage. It includes the choice of typefaces and letter 
sizes in writing. The advertisement only employs two typefaces with different 
sizes.  The headline uses half lower case and half upper case. It is written in white 
color and is highlighted. Meanwhile, the brand name and slogan use capital 
letters.  
  The fourth is co-text. Besides the brand name, there are only a headline 
and slogan as the co-text. The headline says “master the perfect brow in one 
sweep”. This headline is smart because it challenges customers to do brow 
makeup in only one simple sweep. Meanwhile, the slogan saying “make it 
happen” gives a further persuasion to customers. This slogan convinces customers 
that Maybelline make the look (brow makeup done in one simple sweep) happen 
by using its brow product. 
  The fifth is inter-text. This advertisement tries to say that defining brows 
has never been simple. It is because brows are believed to be the frame of the 
face. Once they go wrong, it ruins the look. Brows are not same, although they 
look identical. Thus, doing brows may take a bit long time. 
  The sixth is function. From the analysis above, it can be concluded that the 
function of this advertisement is to persuade women to master the perfect brow in 
one sweep using Maybelline brow product. This advertisement also challenges 
women to do their brows only on one sweep. 
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f. Sensitive skin deserves an award-winning cleanser (Simple’s Headline) 
 
Figure 10.  Simple advertisement 
  The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. The headline is in the 
form of a complete sentence saying “sensitive skin deserves an award-winning 
cleanser”. Assertive has a point that is to say what the speaker (the advertiser in 
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this case) believes to be true. Assertive in this headline is used to show the truth of 
the expressed proposition/idea. Through the headline, the advertiser proposes the 
idea that sensitive skin deserves an award-winning cleanser, Simple Micellar 
Cleansing Water. 
  Moreover, the assertive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of the advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. The picture of this advertisement is 
the product itself which is fallen into the water with air bubbles around it. This 
picture implies that the product is pure like water. It also tries to inform readers 
that the product has a light feeling on the skin like water does.  
  The second is situation. The product itself is in the form of liquid. Thus, it 
is not surprising that this advertisement is designed in a background which looks 
like a crystal clear water. This is intended to tell readers that the product is as pure 
as water which has no dyes, artificial perfumes or harsh irritants. Therefore, this 
design implies that product is safe for sensitive skin. On the lower part of this 
advertisement, there is a white area which is used by the body copy, product name 
and slogan. 
The third is paralanguage. It includes the choice of typefaces and letter 
sizes in writing. The elements such as headline and body copy have the same 
color and typeface with different sizes. The brand name and slogan are written in 
green. The slogan is grouped exclusively with the brand name. This is to help 
customers identify the product easily. 
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The fourth is co-text. This advertisement has a headline, body copy, award 
logo, brand name, and slogan as the co-text. The headline performs a persuasion 
through saying “sensitive skin deserves an award-winning cleanser.” The body 
copy shows all the product’s excellences in points. It says “gentle yet affective, 
removes makeup, instantly hydrates, unclogs pores, no need to rinse”. These 
points are further explained in a paragraph at the lower area of the advertisement. 
There is also Allure award which is widely known as an award for beauty 
products. Allure award’s logo supports the persuasion in the headline through 
showing that the product is an award-winning cleanser. The slogan as a final 
persuasion says a claim “sensitive skin experts 
The fifth is inter-text. This advertisement informs readers that Micellar 
water has a formula of micelles, tiny oil molecules suspended in soft water. 
Micellar water picks up all the impurities that none of other products could. It has 
been proven that micellar water can remove all kinds of makeup, even a matte and 
water-resistant makeup without rinsing. Unlike toner, this substance is non- 
alcoholic that makes it safe for sensitive area. Simple Micellar Water performs 
two functions in one single product, cleansing and hydrating. 
The last is function. From the analysis above, the function of this 
advertisement is to persuade customers to start using 2-in-1 cleanser product. this 
advertisements also informs customers that Simple Micellar Water is a safe 
product, especially for sensitive skin. 
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2. Directive 
  Directive is a type of illocutionary acts which is intended to get someone 
else to do something. In advertisements, a directive is employed by the advertiser 
to direct customers to do something. Based on the analysis, there are 9 
occurrences of directive found in the headlines and slogans of beauty product 
advertisements. Four examples of directive acts are provided, namely Clinique, 
Dr.Brandt, Ľoréal, and Nexxus. 
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a. Run around naked (Clinique’s Headline) 
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 The headline saying “run around naked” carries an illocutionary force of a 
directive. The illocutionary force of a directive act lies in the word “run”. The 
word “run” is an imperative word that is usually used to give a command or an 
order. The employment of an imperative word is an indicator of a directive 
illocutionary act. Meanwhile, the word “naked” means something which is not 
covered. In this context, naked refers to the natural look of skin. Through this 
headline, the persuasion is delivered by commanding customers to show their 
natural look. The utterance “run around naked” also gives a clue that the product 
has the color of skin. Thus, the utterance “run around naked” is used by the 
advertiser to command the readers to dare to show their natural look of skin.  
Moreover, the directive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. Picture helps consumers to figure out 
how the product looks like. In this advertisement, the picture is nine portable 
foundation sticks in different shades. They are displayed in arranged formation 
from right to left, a very dark to a very light one.  
The second is situation. The advertisement is designed in a white 
background. The white color is a good match to suit a simple advertisement. 
Besides, this color is plain that will not distract readers’ focus from the picture 
and advertising texts. Therefore, the plain white background is intended to drag 
the readers’ focus on the message of the advertisement.  
The third is paralanguage. It is realized in the choice of typefaces and letter 
sizes in writing. Clinique uses two typefaces or font styles. The capitalized font is 
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employed in the brand name. The headline is written in the biggest font and 
placed next to the products. Meanwhile, the subhead and body copy use an un-
capitalized font and smaller size. 
The fourth is co-text. This advertisement has a headline, brand name, body 
copy, and slogan which are placed around the products as the co-text. The 
headline saying “run around naked” is used to encourage the reader to dare to the 
natural look. To support this, Clinique provides a simple, natural and portable 
stick foundation in 10 best shades for each skin tone. Besides, this advertisement 
also has a slogan saying “allergy tested. 100% fragrance free” which is used to 
claim that the product is safe. The subhead says “New. Chubby in the nude 
foundation stick”. Meanwhile, the body copy says “portable perfection in 10 you-
only-better shades. Go nude now at clinique.com” 
The fifth is inter-text. The inter-text tells that foundation has various 
forms, namely liquid, cushion, and stick. There are also many types of foundation 
which have different coverage. They are full, medium and sheer coverage.  Here, 
Clinique provides a buildable coverage of foundation which provides a simple and 
natural look.  
The last is function. Through this advertisement, Clinique informs and 
persuades customers to show their natural look. From the analysis, this 
advertisement has a primary function that is to urge women to use Clinique 
foundation stick which provides a natural look. 
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b. Plump up the volume (Dr. Brant’s Headline) 
 
Figure 13.  dr.Brandt advertisement 
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 The headline saying “plump up the volume” carries an illocutionary force 
of a directive. The phrasal verb “plump up” is imperative words which mean to 
push something in order to make it round and soft. This phrasal verb is used to 
give a command. Meanwhile, the noun phrase “the volume” refers to the volume 
of face. As people grow older, they start to experience a loss of collagen and facial 
fat. This problem can decrease skin elasticity, cause wrinkles, and lead to a loss of 
definition throughout various areas of the face. The headline saying “plump up the 
volume” indirectly gives information that the product could plump the volume of 
face to decrease the signs of aging. Therefore, the advertiser uses the headline 
saying “plump up the volume” in order to give the targeted consumers a command 
to plump up the volume of their face.  
 Moreover, the directive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. The picture of this advertisement tries 
to persuade customers by showing how the product looks like. The picture of this 
advertisement is the product together with its brush. This is to say that the product 
is purchased together with its brush.  
The second is situation. This advertisement is divided into two parts. The 
upper part shows the product with a background of a design of the DNA chain 
(those silver spheres with sticks) and a concept of needles treatment (those red 
dots which are connected one another). This background makes the claims of a 
product powerful since it gives illustrations of needles treatment and DNA chain 
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of a cell. The lower part of this advertisement is set on a plain white background. 
This part contains the body copy, brand name, product name, and slogan.  
The third is paralanguage. It is realized in the choice of typefaces and 
letter sizes in writing. This advertisement uses more than one typeface, namely 
lower case and capital letters. The headline and product name are the only 
elements which are written in capital letters. Moreover, various font sizes are also 
used to differentiate one element from the others.  
The fourth is co-text. Besides a headline, this advertisement has a product 
name, brand name, body copy, slogan, and brand campaign as its co-text. The 
product name says “3-D Mask Filler”. The body copy tries to persuade the readers 
by explaining that the customers do not need any needles treatment to maintain 
the skin elasticity because 3D Filler Mask has a formula containing hyaluronic 
acid, peptides, and adiprofill’in that can revolumize, fill, and reshape the face 
contours. In the end of the body copy, the advertiser promises “after 1 week of 
treatment, 100% reported that lines and wrinkles look less visible”. Meanwhile, 
the slogan says “skin-changing science” which supports the persuasion of the 
advertisement. The brand campaign itself says “#PlumpUpThe Volume” which is 
written in blue color. 
The fifth is inter-text. This advertisement tries to reveal a fact about facial 
skin. When people grow older, they start to experience a loss of collagen, facial 
fat and elasticity. This matter leads to the emergence of wrinkles and a loss of 
definition throughout various areas of the face.  
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The last is function. From the analysis above, the function of dr.Brandt 
advertisement is giving information about the product in detail and delivering 
persuasion that the product is a skin-changing science that can plum up the 
volume of face. 
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c. Rethink everything you know about washing your hair (Ľoréal’s Headline) 
 
Figure 12.  Ľoréal advertisement 
 The headline performs a directive illocutionary act. The headline is a 
verbal phrase which is started by the imperative word “rethink”. This word means 
to think again about the idea in order to improve it. In this context, the advertiser 
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directs customers to think again about the idea of washing their hair. The word 
“rethink” is used as a trigger for customers’ recognition that there must be 
something wrong in washing their hair, especially in their daily shampoo. An 
ordinary shampoo can cause some problems since it contains any dangerous 
ingredients such as sulfate and paraben. Therefore, the advertiser commands 
customers to think again what they know about washing their hair. Through the 
directive illocutionary act in this headline, the advertiser attracts customers to read 
the whole information in the advertisement. 
 Moreover, the directive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. The picture helps consumers to figure 
out how the product looks like. This advertisement shows a picture of the content 
of the product in detailed views. The advertiser intends to show the form product 
without showing its bottle. 
The second is situation. Situation refers to the design of advertisement 
such as background color. According to Danesi (2004:76), color plays a critical 
function in advertisement since it conveys mood, feeling, and atmosphere. This 
advertisement shows that the advertiser employs basic white color for the 
background, whereas the texts are mostly colored in black. This design drags the 
readers’ focus on the message conveyed in the advertisement. Moreover, black 
and white also represent serious mood to help customers recognizing what is 
wrong with their shampoos.  
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The third is paralanguage. There is only one single font size with different 
sizes employed in all texts. The headline and product name are written in 
capitalized letters. In the lower part of the body copy, the three types of shampoo 
are colored in red, blue, and brown. Meanwhile, the other texts are in colored 
black. Thus, the paralanguage of advertisement includes in the choice of typefaces 
and letter sizes in writing. 
The fourth is co-text. Besides the headline, this advertisement has a body 
copy, brand name, and product name as its co-text. The body copy explains about 
the excellences of the products. They clean, do condition, treat, detangle, soften, 
and add shine. The products are free from sulfates, parabens, and silicons which 
might be found in ordinary shampoos.  
The fifth is inter-text. This advertisement tells that ordinary shampoos can 
cause stripping, drying, and build-up the hair. Shampoos are typically in the form 
of liquid which is used for cleaning hair. They are not specifically designed for 
color treated, curly, and dry/damaged hair. Unlike ordinary shampoos, the 
products have three formulas which are shown in different colors. Red color is for 
color-treated hair. Blue is for curly hair. Brown is for dry/damaged hair.   
The last is function. From the analysis above, the function of this 
advertisement is to warn customers that there is something wrong in washing their 
hair and to persuade them to change their shampoos into Ľoréal Ever Cleansing 
Blams.  
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d. Discover salon crafted styling for touchable volume (Nexxus’ Headline) 
 
Figure 13. Nexxus advertisement 
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 The headline has a directive illocutionary act. A directive is intended by 
the speaker to get the hearer to do something. In the context of advertising, a 
directive is employed by an advertiser to get customers to do something. The 
indicator of a directive lies in the word “discover”. The word “discover” is an 
imperative word that is used by the advertiser to give the readers a command. 
According to Oxford (2006: 416), discover means to find something hidden or not 
expected to find. In this headline, the word “discover” is followed by a phrase 
saying “salon crafted styling for touchable volume”. The word “discover” is 
solutions-driven in the sense that it is a key step to solve a problem related to hair 
volume which is styled by a salon. Therefore, the headline is used by the 
advertiser to direct customers to discover salon crafted styling for touchable 
volume. 
Moreover, the directive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. The picture of this advertisement is a 
black and white photo of a model whose hair has a thick volume and beautiful 
curl. This kind of hair gives customers an illustration of a salon crafted styling for 
touchable volume. A set of Nexxus Volume Styling products also appear. They 
are dry shampoo, hair mist, hair spray, and volumizing hair whip.  
The second is situation. The advertisement is separated into two different 
backgrounds. The model’s picture is taken in brick wall background while the 
other part is set in a plain gray background. This simple background helps the 
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readers to read the writings in the advertisement easier. Moreover, this 
advertisement is set in a grey color. 
The third is paralanguage. It includes in the choice of typefaces and letter 
sizes in writing. This advertisement employs one font style, but each element is 
written in different sizes. The brand name is written in a big and bold capital 
letters. The headline and brand name also employ capital letters. The subhead and 
body copy use lower case. All of the texts are written in white color that makes 
customers easier to read. 
The fourth is co-text. Besides the headline, Nexxus advertisement has a 
brand name, product name, subhead, body copy, and slogan as the co-text. The 
product name is “Nexxus volume styling collection”. There comes the subhead 
that shows key sales point. The subhead presents information about the products. 
Moreover, the information contained in the subhead is explained in detail in the 
body copy. The advertiser convinces the readers that the products are designed to 
provide air-light volume and long lasting body without compromising hair’s 
natural movement. This explanation is accordance with the slogan saying “for hair 
that lives to move”. This slogan also reinforces the persuasion of the idea that the 
products provide a hairstyle which looks like crafted by a salon.  
The fifth is inter-text. This advertisement informs that hair styling is 
usually done by a professional hair stylist in a salon. Now, a salon-inspired look 
can be done by yourself at home by using Nexxus volume styling collection. This 
is a hair style that has touchable volume without changing hair’s natural flow. 
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The last is function. From the analysis, the function of the advertisement 
that is to persuade women to have salon crafted styling for touchable volume 
which is done by themselves at home. Besides, this advertisement also shows all 
the products to do hair styling at home. 
3. Commissive 
Commissive is a type of illocutionary acts that speaker, the advertiser in 
this sense, uses to commit himself to some future action. In advertisements, a 
commisive usually expresses a promise that the product offers some kind of 
results. Based on the analysis, there are 3 occurrences of commissive acts found in 
the headlines and slogans of beauty product advertisements. Three examples of 
commissive acts are provided, namely Ľoréal, and Neutrogena. 
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a. Perfectly sculpted contours in 30 seconds (Ľoréal’s Headline) 
 
Figure 14.  Ľoréal advertisement 
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  This headline saying “perfectly sculpted contours in 30 seconds” indicates 
a commissive illocutionary act. The indicator of a commissive lies in the phrase 
“in 30 seconds”. This adverbial phrase shows the advertiser’s promise about the 
product’s capability to do contouring easily only in 30 seconds. Promise is used in 
an advertisement in order to show the advertiser’s commitment that something 
will happen in future. In this context, the advertiser commits that the product can 
perfectly do sculpted contour in 30 seconds.  
  Moreover, the commissive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. To convince customers that contour 
can be done in 30 seconds, the advertisers put a picture of the model when she 
applies contour and also a picture of the product which consists of contour and 
highlight. Ľoréal shows a picture of a popular young model, Barbara Palvin as the 
model of its advertisement. The picture shows the model applying contour and 
highlight on right side of her face. Meanwhile, the left side of her face is the look 
before contouring step. The picture is taken from a close-up angle. This angle 
makes the claim of a product powerful since it gives a very detail picture of 
Barbara’s face, especially where she does contour and highlight. Moreover, the 
picture also gives a clue that the product comes together with its brush. 
  The second is situation. This advertisement is divided into two parts. The 
upper part is used for showing the picture of a model on a red background. The 
red color is associated with being sexy and glamorous. It emphasizes the effect of 
contouring in an elegant way. The other part of this advertisement is the white 
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area used by the text of the advertisement. This color helps customers easier to 
read all the advertising texts. 
 The third is paralanguage. It includes in the choice of typeface and letter 
sizes in writing. There is only one typeface used in this advertisement which is 
capital letters. To differentiate one element from others, the advertiser designs 
each advertising text in different sizes. The headline and brand name are written 
in bold.  
  The fourth is co-text. Besides the headline, this advertisement has a 
subhead, body copy, and slogan as the co-text. The subhead says “the new pro 
look of contour” which gives extra information for the headline. The body copy 
describes that the product consists of highlighter and contour. 
  The fifth is inter-text. The inter-text suggests that contouring is a technique 
used in makeup in order to shape the face. Contouring is crucial since it gives 
dimension to the face on the camera. Contouring has two steps. The first one is 
contouring itself. The other one is highlighting. Thus, contouring steps take time. 
  The last is function. From the analysis above, it can be concluded that he 
primary function of the advertisement is to promote and to persuade customers 
that now contouring can be done in 30 seconds by using Ľoréal’s product. This 
advertisement also shows how to do contours in the face. 
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b. The wrinkle cream graveyard. When it doesn’t work fast, you’re on the next 
thing. Result in 1 week (Neutrogena’s Headline) 
 
Figure 15. Neutrogena advertisement 
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  The headline consists of three sentences. The first is a noun phrase saying 
“the wrinkle cream graveyard”. This noun phrase is the advertiser’s statement 
related to the picture showing the unused facial creams. The second is a complex 
sentence saying “when it doesn’t work fast, you’re on the next thing”. This 
sentence is the advertiser’s belief that customers will change over from one 
product to another when the product does not show any change/result. This 
sentence also shows a strong supposition customers expect an instant result of 
their products. The third is the main focus of message in the headline. It says 
“result in one week” which is a promise that Neutrogena commits the consumers 
to see the result in one week after using its product. A commisive is used by the 
advertiser to persuade the customers that something will happen in future. 
Therefore, this headline belongs to a commissive illocutionary act. 
 Moreover, the illocutionary act is supported by the discursive context of 
this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, inter-text, and 
function. The first is picture. This advertisement shows a picture of Neutrogena 
Rapid Wrinkle Repair which stands alone on the right side and unused facial 
creams which is left unorganized on the left side. All the unused creams are in the 
form of a jar which is easily exposed the product to any substances, such as water 
and air. Compared to all the unused cream, Neutrogena Rapid Wrinkle Repair is 
put in a pumping bottle which keeps it hygienic.  
The second is situation. This advertisement is set in a classic grayish back 
and white design. This simple design is in accordance with the essence of the 
product that is for mature women who fight against the signs of aging. White 
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color is used as the background since it is easy to read black or dark text on it. 
This color is suitable with a plain and simple design. It gives a nice clean look. On 
the other hand, grayish black color is used to color the picture and all texts. It adds 
contrast effect in the advertisement. Therefore, these two color match the simple 
design of Neutrogena advertisement for mature women. 
The third is paralanguage. The elements such as headline, subhead, body 
copy, and slogan have the same typeface with different sizes to help customers 
differentiate one element from the others. All the writings are written in grey. 
Therefore, the paralanguage of this advertisement includes the choice of letter 
sizes. 
The fourth is co-text. Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement 
has body copy which explains about the product in detail as the co-text. It 
convinces customers through saying that the product contains fastest Retinol 
formula (Retinol SA) which is clinically proven to work on fine lines and 
wrinkles in just one week. The slogan says a claim that Neutrogena is number one 
dermatologist recommended skincare. It supports the function of this 
advertisement that the product is worth a try.  
The fifth is inter-text. This advertisement informs that fine lines and 
wrinkles have been major problems when women grow older. These problems 
indicate that the skin starts the aging process. Women look for a product that can 
slow down this process or even reduce the signs of it. Thus, the product is 
expected to show the result in a short term of use. 
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The last is function. From the analysis, the function of Neutrogena 
advertisement is to persuade customers to replace their product with Neutrogena 
Rapid Wrinkle Repair by delivering a promise that the product can reduce 
wrinkles in a week. 
4. Expressive 
Expressive is a type of illocutionary acts that states what the speaker feels. 
Expressive act can be statements of pleasure, pain, likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow. 
Based on the analysis, there is only 1 occurrence of expressive act found in the 
headline of beauty product advertisement. 
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a. Bye-bye lash curler (Rimmel’s Headline) 
 
 
Figure 16. Rimmel advertisement 
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The headline saying “bye-bye lash curler” belongs to an expressive 
illocutionary act. Expressive illocutionary act represents the speaker’s feeling. The 
word “bye-bye” is an informal form of goodbye and it is usually used when 
somebody wants to leave. In this context, the expression bye-bye is followed by a 
noun phrase saying “lash curler”. This phrase gives additional information to what 
is being left by the previous word “bye-bye”. A lash curler is usually used to give 
the lashes a curl and a mascara is used to maintain that curl. Thus, a lash curler is 
an essential tool that is needed. 
In this context, the headline performing an expressive illocutionary act is 
used by the advertiser to express the model’s feeling about no longer using a lash 
curler. The advertiser also promotes the idea that lash curler is no more needed in 
applying mascara. New 24H Supercurler Mascara can give lashes a curl and 
maintain its volume.  
Moreover, the expressive illocutionary act is supported by the discursive 
context of this advertisement, namely picture, situation, paralanguage, co-text, 
inter-text, and function. The first is picture. The picture of this advertisement is 
Kate Moss, a popular English model as the face of Rimmel. Besides, the picture is 
taken from medium angle. From this angle, viewers can explore the model’s face 
clearly. She looks like having “no-makeup” makeup look with bold and beautiful 
eyelashes. The picture of the product together with its brush also appears in the 
advertisement.  
The second is situation. This advertisement is situated on a colorful 
background whose colors are associated with the product’s signature colors. All 
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advertising texts are put at the left side of the advertisement. Thus, the model 
picture almost occupies all the area of the advertisement. Meanwhile, on the lower 
part of this advertisement there is a white color area which is used to show the 
brand name and its slogan. 
The third is paralanguage. The paralanguage of this advertisement uses 
various font styles and sizes in each element. Capital letter and lower case are also 
found. The headline is bold, capitalized, and highlighted. The product name and 
subhead are also written in capital letter. The body copy is written in lower case. 
All writings are written in white color except the brand name and slogan. 
The fourth is co-text. Rimmel advertisement has many elements such as 
headline, subhead, body copy, product name, brand name, and slogan as the co-
text. The headline saying “bye-bye lash curler” is written in bold and capitalized 
letters. It also employs different font style and bigger font size than any other 
elements. The subhead saying “volume and lash curling power in one” gives 
information that the product named “new 24hr supercurler mascara” can give both 
volume and curling effect to eyelashes. The body copy explains the capability of 
the product in details. It says that the formula blends lashes up to 90-degrees 
curve and the brush builds hyper-curled volume which can last 24-hour. 
Meanwhile, the slogan saying “get the London look” is a final persuasion of the 
advertisement.  
The fifth is inter-text. It associated with the idea that a lash curler is no 
longer needed. It is usually used before applying mascara. This tool is used to give 
curl to the lashes. However, using a lash curler is tricky. It may hurt the eyelid if 
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the user is careless. Meanwhile, a mascara is used to maintain the curl and to 
thicken the lashes. Therefore, both lash curler and mascara are used in eyelash 
makeup. 
The last is function. From the analysis above, this advertisement persuades 
the readers to experience the difference feeling of using mascara and to step into 
the next evolution in mascara.  
, declaration is not found in all the data of this research. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
A. Conclusion 
This chapter addresses and concludes the understanding obtained from the 
results of the investigation of the types of illocutionary acts in headlines and 
slogans in beauty product advertisements and the discursive context that 
constructs the identified illocutionary acts. 
In reference to the first objective of the research, four types of 
illocutionary acts are found, namely assertive, directive, commissive, and 
expressive. Of the four types, assertive is the most often occurring type. Assertive 
is intended to tell customers the actual state of the products. It is used by the 
advertiser to give a description of the products. Moreover, assertive also performs 
claims about the products. Therefore, assertive becomes an effective way in 
promoting messages of advertisements to consumers. On the other hand, 
declarative act is not employed in the headlines and slogan of beauty product 
advertisements since performing a felicitous declaration needs particular 
circumstances and authorities. In an advertisement, the advertiser and customers 
are both in the position as participants. The advertiser may order customers to do 
something, but customers also can ignore it. Therefore, declarative act is not used 
in advertisements. 
In relation to the second objective, the discursive context is examined 
within eight categories, namely substance, picture, paralanguage, situation, co-
text, inter-text, participants, and function. These aspects are interconnected and 
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mutually important. They construct the intended purpose of the production of the 
advertisement and determine the way customers perceive such intended 
illocutionary acts. It implies that the discursive context takes an important role in 
making the advertisements successful in gaining customers’ positive response as 
expected by the advertiser.  
B. Suggestions 
In reference to the findings and discussion of the research above, the 
following presents some suggestions to some parties. 
1. Students of English Department 
English students especially those majoring linguistics are suggested to pay 
more attention to illocutionary acts in the eye of pragmatics and discourse 
analysis. Both pragmatics and discourse analysis are concerned with the use of 
language in context. By studying pragmatics and discourse analysis, students can 
identify and examine the phenomenon of language, especially in the 
advertisement. Therefore, pragmatics and discourse analysis help the students to 
find out the actual meaning delivered in an advertisement. Further, students 
should be aware of the fact that analyzing language must take context into 
account. It is not possible to examine speech acts without looking at the given 
context. 
2. English Lecturers 
In fact, an advertisement is an uncommon material in the English 
Literature Study Program. Lecturers might use advertisement as a material in 
teaching pragmatics and discourse analysis. Moreover, lecturers can also use 
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advertisement as a tool to introduce the language use in various media. Students 
will find out the way how advertisement influences and persuades customers. 
Further, it also helps students to enhance their vocabularies. 
3. Other Researchers 
There are many researchers who have conducted research on pragmatics 
and discourse. Yet, there are still many interesting topics under the analysis of 
both pragmatics and discourse which have not been analyzed. Future researchers 
are expected to conduct analysis on other types of advertisement such as 
television, internet web, leaflet, banner, and radio advertisement. Another 
suggestion is to analyze a similar type of advertisement by using different 
theories.  
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APPENDIX 
 
Data findings of the illocutionary act and its advertising context in beauty product 
advertisements 
 
 
 
 
Code 
D1 : Datum Number 1 
P23-24 : Page 23-24 
H : Headline 
S : Slogan 
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1. Lancôme  
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
/P
2
4
-2
5
/H
 
Headline: The 
longwear you 
love to wear. 
Endless 
perfection. 
Supreme 
comfort. 
 
Assertive The headline performs an assertive illocutionary act. 
Assertive in this advertisement is closely related to 
the notion of the advertiser’s belief about the 
product since assertive is used to show what the 
advertiser believes to be true and the product’s 
actual state of affairs. The phrase “the word the 
longwear you love to wear” refers to the 
advertiser’s belief that the consumers will love the 
long use of this foundation. The phrase “endless 
perfection” refers to the foundation which performs 
an endless perfection of coverage. The last phrase 
saying “supreme comfort” refers to the advertiser’s 
statement that the foundation is comfortable for a 
long use. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture provided in this advertisement gives strong 
emphasis on the benefit of the product. This advertisement 
uses two different models with different skin tones and 
types. From this point, Lancôme tries to convince the 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
customers that its foundation has a formula that matches all 
skin tones and types. 
3.  Paralanguage There are two typefaces or fonts used in the ad. The brand 
name, headline, and subhead use capitalized letters. The 
employment of different font styles is intended to signify the 
headline, subhead, body copy, and brand name. 
4.  Situation This advertisement takes two pages. One and a quarter page 
is used for showing the models in white color background. 
The rest of the advertisement is for displaying the products 
on a dark background. The employment of these basic 
colors is intended to drag the readers’ focus on the image of 
the models and the products. 
5.  Co-text Co-text in this advertisement is all the texts in the 
advertisement itself, including the subhead, the body copy, 
and also the brand name. Co-text helps the customers to get 
the intended messages of the advertisement. 
6.  Inter-text Foundation may cause some problems after using it for 
hours. Foundation may be greasy, cracking, oily, heavy-
weight, fading in a particular part of the face, etc. Thus, 
advertisement proposes that Lancôme foundation product 
will meet every woman’s will of a foundation. 
7.  Participants The sender is Lancôme. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are all women who use foundation. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Lancôme and also to persuade customers to start using Teint 
Idole Ultra 24H foundation. 
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2. Clinique  
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
/ 
P
5
2
-5
3
/H
 
Headline: run 
around naked  
 
Directive  The headline saying “run around naked” carries a 
directive illocutionary act. The indicator of a 
directive lies in the imperative word “run” which is 
intended to give a command or order. Meanwhile, 
the word “naked” means something which is not 
covered. In this context, the word "naked" refers to 
the natural look of the skin. Thus, the utterance “run 
around naked” is used by the advertiser to command 
customers to show their natural skin. 
D
3
/ 
P
5
2
-5
3
/S
 
Slogan: allergy 
tested. 100% 
fragrance free 
Assertive  The utterance “allergy tested. 100% fragrance free” 
is a claim.  A claim in advertisements is a statement 
of fact about the products and it is usually followed 
with evidence. In this slogan, the claim is supported 
by scientific evidence that the product has been 
tested that it does not cause any allergic reaction. 
Moreover, the advertiser also claims that the 
product has no fragrance. Claims in this slogan are 
employed by the advertiser to persuade customers 
through showing the scientific evidence to support 
the statement. Therefore, the slogan saying “allergy 
tested. 100% fragrance free” is assertive which is 
used by the advertiser to claim about the product. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture in Clinique is 9 different products in different 
shades. They are displayed in arranged formation from a 
very light one to a very dark one or in other way round. 
3.  Paralanguage Clinique uses one single font style in different sizes. The 
capitalized font is employed in the brand name. The 
headline is written in the biggest font. Meanwhile, the 
subhead and body copy use an un-capitalized font and 
smaller size. 
4.  Situation The products are set on a white color background. The white 
color is intended to drag the readers’ focus on the products. 
Meanwhile, the headline, brand name and body copy are 
placed around the products. 
5.  Co-text The co-text is all the texts in this ad, especially the subhead 
and body copy. The subhead says “new. Chubby in the nude 
foundation stick”. Meanwhile, the body copy says “portable 
perfection in 10 you-only-better shades. Go nude now at 
clinique.com” 
6.  Inter-text There are many types of foundation which have different 
coverage. They are full, medium and sheer coverage.  Here, 
Clinique provides a buildable coverage of foundation which 
provides a simple and natural look. 
7.  Participants The sender is Clinique. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are all women who wonder a nude finish 
foundation. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Clinique and to persuade customers to start using Chubby in 
the nude foundation stick.  
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3. Clinique Sweet Pots 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
4
/P
5
9
/H
 
Headline: half 
sugar. Half 
shine. Twice as 
tempting 
Assertive  The utterance “Half sugar. Half shine” is related to 
the notion of a claim that Clinique provides a lip 
product which is made from sugar and oil. Thus, the 
advertiser uses assertive to show the product’s 
actual state of affairs.. Through the utterance “half 
sugar. half shine”, the advertiser promotes a 2-in-
1product, a lip balm and lip scrub. Meanwhile, the 
phrase “twice as tempting” is related to the assertion 
which is a positive statement about the product 
which is shown in the headline through 
contradicting the word “half” and “twice”. Thus, 
assertive is used by the advertiser in order 
to persuade customers through contradicting how 
the half different ingredients can offer the customers 
twice temptation. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
9.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
10.  Picture The picture in Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip 
Balm advertisement is the products itself presented in 
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various colors. They are displayed in wrapping paper that 
makes the products like macaroons. 
11.  Paralanguage This advertisement employs one font style with different 
sizes. The bigger size is for the headline which is placed in 
the center of the ads. Meanwhile, the body copy has a 
smaller size. 
12.  Situation This advertisement has a simple design with a white 
background which is intended to drag the readers’ focus on 
the product. The products are pictured like macaroons. 
13.  Co-text The co-text is the body copy introducing the product name, 
“New. 2-in-1 Clinique Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip 
Balm”. 
14.  Inter-text Women need two different products for scrubbing and 
moisturizing lips. Now, Clinique provides 2-in-1 product for 
its customers.  
15.  Participants The sender is Clinique. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are all women who are loyal customers of both 
lip balms and lip scrubs. 
16.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Clinique and to persuade customers to start using Clinique 
Sweet Pots Sugar Scrub and Lip Balm that serves two 
benefits, scrubbing and moisturizing. 
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4. Nars 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
5
/ 
P
6
6
-6
7
/H
 
Headline:  
Introducing 
velvet matte skin 
tint SPF 30 
Assertive  The indicator of assertive lies in the word 
“introducing” which is intended by the advertiser to 
inform customers about the product for the first 
time. In this context, to inform is to assert to the 
customers that they do not already know about what 
they are being informed of. The phrase saying 
“velvet matte skin tint SPF 30” refers to the 
advertiser informs customers for the first time that 
Nars releases a new product named velvet matte 
skin tint SPF 30. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The display of this advertisement shows the model who is 
lying and seems like showing off her flawless skin and the 
Nars product. 
3.  Paralanguage All letters are written in a white color and a capital form. To 
distinguish one element from the others, advertiser employs 
different font sizes. The biggest font size is used in the 
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The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
brand name. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on a mauve pastel background. 
This advertisement takes two pages. The left page shows 
Nars’ foundation with a headline and subhead. The other 
page shows the brand name, headline, subhead and a picture 
of a model lying and showing her flawless skin. 
5.  Co-text The brand name, subheads, and body copy are the co-text 
found in this advertisement which helps the reader to get the 
intended messages of the advertisement. 
6.  Inter-text Most foundations require the users to apply a moisturizer 
first. Some foundations do not contain SPF so that the user 
should apply any additional SPF. Thus, women need a 
couple of products and time before applying foundation. To 
deal with such problems, Nars offers a skin tint which needs 
an effortless application because it combines the benefit of 
foundation, moisturizer, and SPF with a soft-matte finish. 
7.  Participants The sender is Nars. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are all targeted women, especially the young 
adults who wonder to apply makeup effortlessly. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Nars 
and to persuade customers to start using makeup effortlessly 
by using Nars Velvet Skin Tint SPF 30. 
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5. Urban Decay 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
6
/ 
P
6
9
/H
 
Headline: The 
perfect lipstick 
collection 
Assertive  The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
An assertive is used by the speaker to show what he 
believes to be true. The force of assertive lies in the 
word “perfect”.  The word perfect means having no 
faults or weaknesses. This word is related to the 
notion of representing the advertiser’s belief or 
claim that the product is perfect. Moreover, the 
word “perfect” is followed by the phrase “lipstick 
collection” which gives more information that the 
product has a set of lipstick products.   
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture in Urban Decay advertisement shows a famous 
American Singer, Gwen Stefani and also her lipstick 
product. Gwen Stefani wears a bold lipstick. Meanwhile, the 
lipstick itself has its own design which is black-and-white 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
graphic prints and antique gold accents.  
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement employs several font styles and sizes. 
The brand name is written in capital letters and white color. 
Other elements such as the product name, headline, and 
subhead are in black color and also written capitalized. The 
body is written in a slightly smaller size compared to others. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on the purple and black color. The 
purple color matches the lipstick color which is used by 
Gwen. Meanwhile, the black one fits the product’s 
packaging. 
5.  Co-text This advertisement employs a headline, subhead, body 
copy, brand name, and product name. The brand name is 
placed on the upper side of the advertisement. The product 
name is placed besides the picture of the model and the 
brand logo. It is also followed by other elements. The 
headline is under the product name. It is followed by a 
subhead “loaded with all of her dream-come-true shades” 
which is written in capital and italic font. This subhead 
gives more explanation to the headline and product name. 
The body copy tells where the customers can find the 
product. 
6.  Inter-text Urban Decay (UD) Gwen Stefani Collection is a set of 
lipsticks which is made by UD in collaboration with Gwen. 
They create a special lipstick collection whose colors are 
typically Gwen, the perfect shades she always wishes she 
has in her collection. The packaging design is also inspired 
by Gwen’s love of black-and-white graphic prints and 
antique gold accents. Through these lipsticks, customers 
will have all the need to recreate Gwen’s signature looks for 
themselves. 
7.  Participants The sender is Urban Decay. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are all targeted customers, especially the 
young adults who wonder to create Gwen’s signature looks. 
8.  Function The function are to support the marketing activity of UD 
and to persuade customers to start using Gwen Stefani 
Collection to create Gwen’s look. 
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6. Givenchy 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
D
7
/ 
P
9
3
/H
 
Headline: the 
lipstick for 
women in the 
know 
Assertive  The headline performs an assertive illocutionary act. 
Assertive in this advertisement is used to show a 
claim about the product. The headline saying “the 
lipstick for women in the know” is a claim that 
Rouge Interdit Vinyl is the lipstick for women in the 
know. Moreover, the headline is closely related to 
the body copy and product name. The body copy 
says “fifteen illicit colors with addictive shine. Get 
initiated”. The product name is Rouge Interdit 
Vinyl. Rouge is red color. Interdit is derived from 
French meaning prohibited. Meanwhile, vinyl is a 
strong plastic that can be bent. Thus, the headline 
saying “the lipstick for women in the know” 
belongs to an assertive. It is used to show a claim 
that the product is a one-of-a-kind 
accessory reserved for the well-informed women. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture focuses on a young woman wearing a bold red 
lipstick and showing her ultimate lipstick in her hand. The 
three women behind her look like staring at her and are 
captured in blur mode. 
3.  Paralanguage The brand name is written capitalized and in a white color. 
The product name employs three different font styles for 
each word. The headline is also in capital letter. Meanwhile, 
the body copy is written in both capital letter and lower 
case. 
4.  Situation The picture is taken in an outdoor area which has a ring 
fence. The ring fence is used to divide two areas of land. 
This probably implies that the fence divides the area of 
women who know Givenchy Rouge Interdit Vinyl from 
those who do not. 
5.  Co-text This advertisement has the brand name, Givenchy, and 
product name, Rouge Interdit Vinyl. The name itself 
suggests the quality of the product. The headline says “the 
lipstick for women in the know”. The body copy explains 
about the product that there are fifteen illicit colors with 
addictive shine and it is available at selected Barney’s New 
York, Neiman Marcus and Sephora.  
6.  Inter-text A bold lipstick which is elastic and shines like a plastic is 
not common. This kind of lipstick is not popular in formal 
or daily makeup look since it does not seem natural. 
7.  Participants The sender is Givenchy. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who want bold lipsticks. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Givenchy and to persuade customers to dare using a lipstick 
that shines like a plastic. 
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7. Dr. Brant 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
8
/ 
P
1
2
5
/H
/ 
Headline: plump 
up the volume 
 
 
Directive  The indicator of a directive lies in the phrasal verb 
“plump up”. This phrasal verb is imperative words 
which mean to push something in order to make it 
round and soft. Meanwhile, the noun phrase “the 
volume” refers to the volume of face. As people 
grow older, they start to experience a loss of 
collagen and facial fat. This problem can decrease 
skin elasticity, cause wrinkles, and lead to a loss of 
definition throughout various areas of the face. 
Therefore, the advertiser uses the headline saying 
“plump up the volume” in order to give the targeted 
consumers a command to plump up the volume of 
their face.  
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Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
9
/ 
P
1
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Slogan: skin-
changing science 
Assertive The slogan has an assertive illocutionary act. 
Assertive in an advertisement is used to tell people 
what advertiser believes to be true about the 
product. In the context of advertisement, the 
function of assertive is to commit the advertiser to 
the truth of the expressed proposition, which is the 
slogan. By the utterance saying “skin-changing 
science”, advertiser performs a claim about the 
product. In the body copy of dr.Brandt 
advertisement, the advertiser states that its product 
has been formulated with hyaluronic acid, peptides, 
and adiprofill’in. It has been scientifically proven 
that these ingredients can reduce lines and wrinkles. 
Thus, the slogan saying “skin-changing science” 
belongs to assertive illocutionary act. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement is the product together 
with a brush.  
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement uses more than one font sizes to 
differentiate one element from the others. The headline and 
product name are the only elements which are written in 
capital letters. Moreover, the campaign saying 
“#PlumpUpTheVolume” is colored in blue color. 
4.  Situation The background of the picture is a kind of the DNA chain 
and a concept of needles treatment (those red dots which are 
connected one another). This advertisement is separated into 
two areas. The upper area shows the picture of the product. 
Meanwhile, the lower part of this advertisement is set on a 
plain white background. This part contains the body copy, 
brand name, product name, and slogan. 
5.  Co-text The product name says “3-D Mask Filler”. The body copy 
tries to persuade the customers by explaining that the 
customers do not need any needles treatment to maintain the 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
skin elasticity because 3D Filler Mask has a formula 
containing hyaluronic acid, peptides, and adiprofill’in that 
can give volume, fill and reshape the face contours. In the 
end of the body copy, the advertiser promises “after 1 week 
of treatment, 100% reported that lines and wrinkles look 
less visible”. 
6.  Inter-text As people grow older, they begin to experience a loss of 
collagen, facial fat and elasticity which leads to the 
emergence of wrinkles and a loss of definition throughout 
various areas of the face. 
7.  Participants The sender is dr.Brandt. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who wonder to dismiss the signs of 
ageing process. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
dr.Brandt and to persuade customers to start using 3-D 
Mask Filler to dismiss the signs of ageing process. 
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8. Clarins 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
0
/ 
P
1
6
9
/H
 
Headline: You 
never stop. (Why 
should your 
skincare?) 
 
Assertive  Assertive: the headline carries an assertive 
illocutionary act. An assertive in this headline is 
used to suggest that something is the case. The 
headline consists of two sentences. The first 
sentence saying “you never stop” is a statement 
shows the advertiser’s belief that customers never 
stop from doing activities. The second sentence is a 
question proposed by the advertiser why readers’ 
skincare routine should stop. In this question, a 
strong suggestion is presented in an indirect mode. 
The advertiser suggests the customers not to stop 
doing skincare routine through the interrogative 
sentence. The suggestion in this headline is 
presented in an indirect mode. 
D
1
1
/ 
P
1
6
9
/S
 
Slogan: it’s all 
about you 
Assertive The slogan has an assertive illocutionary act. An 
assertive in this slogan is used by the advertiser to 
persuade the customers by saying “it’s all about 
you”. This utterance is a final appraisal of how the 
customers should behave. The word “you” is 
personal and it shows a direct address term as the 
advertiser is directly speaking to the reader. In this 
slogan, the advertiser proposes an advice that the 
customers should take care of their skin. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement is a woman who seems to 
do multi-activities, such as telephoning and handling 
documents and bag. 
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement uses different font sizes in the headline, 
the subhead, the body copy, and the brand name which 
helps the customers easier to read and differentiate one 
element from the others. The headline is written in the 
biggest font and is placed between the brand name-subhead 
and body copy. The product name is written in maroon color 
and is followed by the subhead saying. On the lower part of 
the ad, there is a maroon line with the brand name on the 
right side and the slogan on the left side. 
4.  Situation Clarins advertisement is separated into two parts. Half page 
is used to show the picture of the model. The background of 
the picture is in an outdoor area. The other half page is set 
on plain white background which shows the headline, the 
subhead, the body copy, and the picture of the products.  
5.  Co-text This advertisement has a headline, subhead, body copy, 
brand and product name, and slogan. The product name is 
New Multi-Active Day and Night Creams which is followed 
by an informative subhead saying “power-packed duo to get 
and keep smooth, radiant, skin”. The body copy argues that 
skincare routine should work as hard as customers do their 
activities. It also explains the products contain teasel plant 
extract that diminishes the first signs of aging, restores 
radiance, hydrates and maintains younger looking skin. On 
the lower part of the ads, there is a maroon line with the 
brand name on the right side and the slogan on the left side. 
6.  Inter-text Skincare routine is done in the morning after waking up and 
at night before going to sleep. Skincare is important to 
maintain the good condition of the skin. 
7.  Participants The sender is Clarins. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who use day and night creams. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Clarins and to persuade customers to start using Clarins’ day 
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and night creams to maintain the good condition of their 
skin. 
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9. Rimmel 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
2
/ 
P
1
8
5
/H
 
Headline: bye-
bye lash curler 
 
 
Expressive  Expressive illocutionary act represents the speaker 
(advertiser) feeling. The word “bye-bye” is an 
informal form of goodbye and it is usually used 
when somebody wants to leave. In this context, the 
expression bye-bye is followed by a noun phrase 
saying “lash curler”. This phrase gives additional 
information to what is being left by the previous 
word. A lash curler is usually used before applying 
mascara in order to curl the lashes. In this context, 
the headline is used by the advertiser to express 
his/her feeling about no longer using a lash curler. 
The advertiser also promotes the idea that lash 
curler is no more needed in applying mascara. 
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Slogan: get the 
London look 
Directive The indicator of directive illocutionary act lies in 
the imperative word “get” which is used by the 
advertiser to give a command to the reader. Besides, 
the noun phrase “the London Look” indicates what 
kind of appearance the advertiser command. 
According to the Rimmel Official website, the 
London look does not mean to describe women with 
a gap in between their two front teeth, but it refers 
to the attractive and calm look that can be achieved 
by using Rimmel products. From the slogan “get the 
London look”, it can be concluded that the Rimmel 
tries to persuade the customers through 
commanding them to have an attractive appearance 
called the London look by using its mascara. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement is Kate Moss, a popular 
English model and also the face of Rimmel. She looks like 
having “no-make-up” makeup look with bold and beautiful 
eyelashes. The other thing that appears in the advertisement 
is the product together with its brush.  
3.  Paralanguage Different font styles and sizes are employed in this 
advertisements. Capital letter and lower case are also found. 
The headline is bold, capitalized, and highlighted. The 
product name and subhead are also written in capital letter. 
The body copy is written in lower case. All writings are 
written in white color except the brand name and slogan. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is set on a colorful background whose 
colors are associated with the product’s cover. 
5.  Co-text Rimmel advertisement has many elements such as headline, 
subhead, body copy, product name, brand name, and slogan. 
The headline saying “bye-bye lash curler” is written in 
capitalized letters, different font style and bigger font size 
than any other elements. The subhead saying “volume and 
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Explanation 
lash curling power in one” gives information that the 
product named “new 24hr supercurler mascara” can give 
both volume and curling effect to eyelashes. The body copy 
explains the capability of the product in detail. It says that 
the formula blends lashes up to 90-degrees curve and the 
brush builds hyper-curled volume which can last 24-hour. 
Meanwhile, the slogan says “get the London look”. 
6.  Inter-text A lash curler is always used before applying mascara. This 
is intended to give curl to the lashes. Using a lash curler is 
tricky. It may hurt the eyelid if the user is careless. 
Meanwhile, a mascara is used to maintain the curl and to 
thicken the lashes. 
7.  Participants The sender is Rimmel. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who want to apply mascara without 
using a lash curler. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Rimmel and to persuade customers to start using a mascara 
without a lash curler. 
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10. Sally Hansen Miracle Gel (OMGel!) 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
4
/ 
P
1
8
7
/H
&
S
 
Headline: 2x 
volume top coat 
Assertive  The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act, 
namely claim. The utterance saying “2x volume top 
coat” indicates a claim. Claim is used in 
advertisement in order to persuade customers that 
Miracle Gel performs 2x volume top coat. Assertive 
is used to say the product’s actual state of affairs. In 
this context, assertive is used to show how much 
better the volume of the product’s result than other 
nail polishes.  
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Slogan: Gel 
without the 
light! 
Assertive The utterance saying “gel without the light!” has a 
function that is to inform the product’s actual state 
of affairs. In this context, the noun phrase “the 
light” refers to a UV or LED lamp that is usually 
used after applying gel polish. Most of gel polishes 
require the users to dry and cure the freshly painted 
nails under such lights so that it creates a flawless 
result. Thus, the advertiser tries to give information 
to customers that Miracle Gel does not need any UV 
or LED light. Moreover, the slogan has an 
exclamation mark at the end of the utterance. This is 
to show that the utterance is an exclamation used to 
express excitement that Miracle Gel does not need 
any lamp to make it dry. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The pictures of Sally Hansen advertisement is a model 
showing her polished nails and there is also a couple of nail 
polish products, the color and shine product.  
3.  Paralanguage All texts in this advertisement are written in a white color. 
There are only two different font styles used. The cursive 
font is used only in the Brand name. Meanwhile, the other 
elements use block lettering. This advertisement also used 
different sizes to differentiate each element. 
4.  Situation This advertisement has a colorful theme which is set on an 
orange background with some white and red highlights. On 
the lower part of the advertisement, the advertiser gives 
examples of various available shades with the name on it. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement has the 
product name, brand name, and body copy which tell about 
the supreme benefits of the products. Customers only need 
two steps to get up to 14 days of color and shine which look 
like a salon gel manicure. The products are also easy to 
remove. Through the headline, the advertiser promises that 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
the customers about the double volume of top coat in a 
single layer of applying. Meanwhile the slogan, the 
advertiser informs that Miracle Gel need no light to cure and 
dry. 
6.  Inter-text A UV or a LED lamp is always needed in drying or curing 
gel nail polishes. Using a UV or a LED light will speed up 
the gel curing process significantly. These lamps only need 
less than a minute to cure. 
7.  Participants The sender is Sally Hansen. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women who wonder to apply nail polish 
without using any UV or LED lamp. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Sally 
Hansen and to persuade customers to start using a nail 
polish which needs no lamps to make it dry. 
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11. Ľoréal 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
6
/ 
P
1
9
3
/H
 
Headline: 
rethink 
everything you 
know about 
washing your 
hair 
Directive The headline is a verbal phrase which is started by 
the imperative word “rethink”. This word means to 
think again about the idea in order to improve it. In 
this context, the advertiser directs customers to 
think again about the idea of washing their hair. An 
ordinary shampoo can cause some problems since it 
contains any dangerous ingredients such as sulfate 
and paraben. Therefore, the advertiser commands 
customers to think again what they know about 
washing their hair. Through the directive 
illocutionary act in this headline, the advertiser 
attracts customers to read the whole information in 
the advertisement. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement is the content of product, 
Ever Cleansing Product. 
3.  Paralanguage There is only one single font size with different sizes 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
employed in all texts. The headline and product name are 
written in capitalized letters. In the lower part of the body 
copy, the three types of shampoo are colored in red, blue, 
and brown. Meanwhile, the other texts are in colored black. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is set on classic black and white color. 
The background is a plain white and the texts are in black 
color. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline, this advertisement has a body copy, 
brand name, and product name. The body copy explains 
about the excellences of the products. They clean, condition, 
treat, detangle, soften, and add shine. The products are free 
from sulfates, parabens, and silicons. The products have 
three formulas for color-treated, curly, and dry/damaged 
hair. 
6.  Inter-text Ordinary shampoos can cause stripping, drying, and build-
up the hair. Shampoos are typically in the form of a liquid 
which is used for cleaning hair. They are not specifically 
designed for color-treated, curly, and dry/damaged hair.    
7.  Participants The sender is Ľoréal. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who look for shampoos which are 
formulated for color-treated, curly, and dry/damaged hair. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Ľoréal 
and to persuade customers to start using Ľoréal Ever 
Cleansing Balm. 
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12. Aveeno 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
7
/ 
P
2
0
5
/H
 
Headline: it’s a 
simple equation. 
Healthy skin 
equals beautiful 
skin. 
 
Assertive The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
Assertive in this headline is used to commit the 
speaker to the truth of the expressed proposition 
(Searle, 1999:12). The indicator of assertive is in 
the word “equation”. This word is used for asserting 
that two things are equal in terms of standard, value, 
size, etc. Thus, this headline informs the customers 
that healthy skin is equal to beautiful skin. 
D
1
8
/ 
P
2
0
5
/S
 
Slogan: naturally 
beautiful results 
Assertive  The slogan carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
The utterance “naturally beautiful results” indicates 
a claim or positive statement which is associated 
with the success that will be reached by using the 
product. This utterance is used to reveal the benefits 
of the product. It is a way used by the advertiser to 
persuade customers by showing the product’s 
benefits instead of telling what the advertiser 
believes to be true about the product. The utterance 
saying “naturally beautiful results” indicates a claim 
that the product can produce naturally beautiful 
results. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of Jennifer is taken from a medium angle so that 
almost her full body is seen. She strikes a pose of showing 
her healthy skin, especially her shoulder and legs. 
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement employs one font style. The headline 
and body copy are written in green olive. Meanwhile, the 
brand name and slogan are written in black. 
4.  Situation This advertisement has a plain pastel background. There is a 
white transparent area in the lower part of the advertisement 
which helps customers easier to read the texts. 
5.  Co-text The body copy describes that Aveeno Daily Moisturizing 
Lotion and Body Wash give the skin 2X the nourishment 
when used together. The exclusive Active Natural Oat 
formula delivers healthy-looking skin in just one day. 
6.  Inter-text Dry skin needs special treatment in order to nourish the 
skin. Thus, the skin will be feeling soft, smooth and 
naturally healthy looking. 
7.  Participants The sender is Aveeno. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who are customers of body care 
products. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Aveeno and to persuade customers to start using Aveeno 
lotion and body wash to get double nourishment. 
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13. Laneige 
 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
1
9
/ 
P
2
0
7
/H
 
Headline: 
Introducing the 
world’s fastest 
foundation-
forward BB 
Cushion 
 
Assertive  The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
An assertive has a point that is to say what the 
advertiser believes to be true. It is also used to shoe 
the product’s actual state of affairs. The headline 
starts with the word “introducing” which is the 
indicator of assertive. The word introducing means 
to make something available for use for the first 
time (Oxford, 2008:785). In this context, the word 
“introducing” give an impression of a new product 
which is claimed as the world’s fastest foundation-
forward BB Cushion. Thus, this headline belongs to 
assertive illocutionary act since it performs a 
function of informing the product’s actual state of 
affairs. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement shows a woman applying 
the product on her face  
3.  Paralanguage Different font sizes are found in this advertisement. The 
biggest font is in the word “BB Cushion”. There are three 
different colors, namely blue, black, and red employed in 
the texts. 
4.  Situation The advertisement itself is set on a bright blue sky perhaps 
to indicate that the consumers do not have to worry about 
using the product under the sunlight. In the lower part of 
this, the advertiser shows some awards which are achieved 
by this product and is set on a white color to make the 
customers easy to read it. Thus, all elements in this 
advertisement support the illocutionary act performed in the 
headline. 
5.  Co-text The body copy says the product performs long lasting 
coverage, hydrates, brightens, prevents shines, and contains 
SPF 50+ that protects the skin from UV light. Besides the 
body copy, this advertisement has the brand name which is 
placed under the picture of the product. 
6.  Inter-text Cushion makeup is a beauty trend from Korea. The word 
cushion refers to its packaging, a compact with a sponge 
infused of product. It is a kind of foundation that provides a 
lightweight product with some skincare properties and a 
very high SPF. 
7.  Participants The sender is Laneige. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who wonder to apply simple and 
complete makeup base, 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Laneige and to persuade customers to start using cushion for 
their daily look. 
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14. Ľoréal 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
0
/ 
P
2
7
5
/H
 
Headline: the 
most precise, 
ultra matte look. 
 
 
Assertive  The headline performs an assertive illocutionary act 
since it is used to express the product’s actual state 
of affairs. The utterance saying “: the most precise, 
ultra matte look” represents a claim about the 
product. The indicator of a claim lies in the 
adjectival phrase “most precise”. This phrase 
indicates that a strong belief. Thus, this headline 
belongs to assertive illocutionary act. 
D
2
1
/ 
P
2
7
5
/S
 
Slogan:  because 
you’re worth it 
Assertive  The slogan saying “because you’re worth it” is 
Ľoréal’s iconic slogan. The slogan belongs to 
assertive since it performs a persuasion through 
stating “because you’re worth it”. This utterance 
attempts to promote the idea to customers that they 
are worth the best quality of Ľoréal products. 
Moreover, the word “because” is a conjunction used 
to explain the reason of something. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture There are two pictures in this advertisement. First is a 
picture of the model which is taken from a medium angle. 
The other is a picture of the model’s eye area with the 
eyeliner on it. This picture is taken from an extremely close-
up angle. 
3.  Paralanguage There is only one font style used in this advertisement. 
Besides, bold, capital and lower case letters are also 
employed. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is divided into three parts. The first part 
is the upper picture of the model together with the headline 
of this ads. The second part is a picture of a zoomed eye 
area with the eyeliner on it. The last part is the white area 
used for explaining the headline, subhead, the body copy, 
the slogan, the brand name, and the picture of the product. 
5.  Co-text The subhead says “elegant perfection in one single stroke”. 
The body copy describes that the product is available in four 
matte shades, which are black, gray, navy and brown.  
6.  Inter-text There are various styles in doing eye lining such as cat eye, 
winged liner, skinny liner, etc. Eye lining is intended to 
define, widen, and beautify the eyes. Moreover, eyeliner 
products are varied. There are pomade, pen, liquid, and 
pencil. 
7.  Participants The sender is Ľoréal. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who are interested in eyeliner. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Ľoréal 
and to persuade customers to have an ultra-matte look for 
their eyeliner style by using Ľoréal product. 
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15. Ľoréal 
 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
2
/ 
P
2
7
7
/H
 
Headline: 
perfectly 
sculpted 
contours in 30 
seconds 
 
  
Commissive The indicator of a commissive lies in the phrase “in 
30 seconds”. This adverbial phrase shows the 
advertiser’s promise about the product’s capability 
to do contouring easily in 30 seconds. Promise is 
used in an advertisement in order to show the 
advertiser’s commitment that something will 
happen in future. In this context, the advertiser 
commits that the product can perfectly do sculpted 
contour in 30 seconds. 
D
2
3
/ 
P
2
7
7
/S
 
Slogan:  because 
you’re worth it 
Assertive  The slogan saying “because you’re worth it” is 
Ľoréal’s iconic slogan. The slogan belongs to 
assertive since it performs a persuasion through 
stating “because you’re worth it”. This utterance 
attempts to promote the idea to customers that they 
are worth the best quality of Ľoréal products. 
Moreover, the word “because” is a conjunction used 
to explain the reason of something. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture shows the model applying contour on her face 
which is taken from a close-up angle. There is also a picture 
of the product. 
3.  Paralanguage There is only one font style used in this advertisement. 
Besides, bold, capital and lower case letters are also 
employed. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is divided into two parts. The upper part 
is used for showing the picture of a model with of this a red 
background. The next part of this advertisement is the white 
area used by the headline, subhead, the body copy, the 
slogan, the brand name, and the picture of the product. 
5.  Co-text The subhead says “the new pro look of contour”. The body 
copy describes that the product consists of highlighter and 
contour.  
6.  Inter-text Contouring is a technique used in makeup in order to shape 
the face. Contouring has two steps. The first one is 
contouring itself and the other one is highlighting. 
7.  Participants The sender is Ľoréal. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who are directed to apply simple 
contours in 30 seconds. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Ľoréal 
and to persuade customers to start contouring only in 30 
seconds by using Ľoréal product. 
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16. Alterna 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
4
/ 
P
2
8
1
/H
 
D
1
6
/ 
P
2
8
1
/H
&
S
 
Headline: 2x 
more volume 
today, multiplied 
magnificence 
everyday. 
Commissive This headline performs a commissive illocutionary 
act, namely promise. In the context of advertising, 
promise refers to the advertiser’s commitment that 
something will happen in future and it also refers to 
the benefit of the product. The headline indicates 
the advertiser’s promise to the customers about 
benefits of the product. Through saying “2x more 
volume today, multiplied magnificence everyday”, 
the advertiser commits that the product can multiply 
the hair volume 2x today and multiply magnificence 
everyday. Moreover, the employment of the word 
“more” is intended to offer the benefits which are 
more than its competitors do. Thus, this headline 
belongs to commissive illocutionary act since it 
commits the customers about the benefits of using 
the product. 
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C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
5
/ 
P
2
8
1
/S
 
 
Slogan: Pure. 
Proven. 
Professional 
Assertive  The slogan performs an assertive illocutionary act. 
It consists of three adjectives saying “pure. proven. 
professional”. The slogan belongs to assertive since 
it is used to say how the brand is according to the 
advertiser’s or company’s belief. The slogan shows 
a claim that the brand is pure, proven, and 
professional. Moreover, the body copy supports the 
slogan. It says that the product is free of parabens 
and sulfates and contains Omega-3 and seasilk for 
fuller volume.  
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The advertisement shows picture of Katie Holmes with her 
thick volume hair which is taken from a medium angle. 
There is also a picture of Alterna haircare products. 
3.  Paralanguage Capital and lower case letters are employed. This 
advertisement uses white and black to color the texts. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is set on a plain background which has 
the same color as the product.  
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement also has 
a body copy. It explains that the products contain Omega-3 
and seasilk for fuller volume. Further, it says the products 
are free of parabens and sulfates. The body copy also 
persuades customers to discover a full volume revolution in 
hair. 
6.  Inter-text Everyone has different kinds of hair. Some people have 
thick volume hair while the others have thin volume hair. 
Those who are suffering from thin hair have problems in 
hair styling. For example, the hair will look thinner when it 
is being straightened. 
7.  Participants The sender is Alterna. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who look for hair products which are 
formulated for multiplying hair volume. 
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8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Alterna and to persuade customers to start using Alterna 
haircare to give their hair more volume. 
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17. CoverGirl 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
6
/ 
P
3
0
0
-3
0
1
/H
 
Headline: a 
whole new look 
in lashes  
 
 
Assertive The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
The word “new” indicates an assertive force of 
informing which means something that is recently 
created. Information in advertisement usually refers 
to the facts about the product. The headline saying 
“a whole new look in lashes” informs the customers 
that Cover Girl provides a product that can make a 
whole new look in lashes. 
D
2
7
/ 
P
2
8
1
/S
 
 
Slogan: easy 
breezy beautiful 
Assertive  The slogan belongs to assertive illocutionary act 
since it is used by the advertiser to express the 
product’s actual state of affairs. Through this 
utterance, the advertiser tries to build a brand 
awareness by showcasing the product as “easy 
breezy beautiful”.  
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture shows the model and the product with some 
balloons. 
3.  Paralanguage Capital and lower case letters are employed. Some colors 
such as white, black and red are also used in this 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
advertisement. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is set on plain white background. The 
advertisement takes two pages. One page is to show the 
picture of the model when the other page is used to show a 
close-up look of the product’s brush. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement has a 
subhead and body copy. The subhead says “50x 
volume+vertical lift”. The body copy explains the 
excellences of the product in points. They are lash plumping 
formula, ball tip, lash lifting brush”. The product name is 
New Plumpify Mascara. 
6.  Inter-text Mascara is important in makeup. It defines the eyes and also 
gives volume and curl to the eyelashes. Lashes without a 
mascara will not complete the look of the face. Thus, lashes 
should go bold in makeup.  
7.  Participants The sender is Covergirl. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who look for a mascara that can 
multiply eyelash volume and give lift to the lashes. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
CoverGirl and to persuade customers to make the lashes 
which have full volume and vertical lift by using CoverGirl 
mascara. 
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18. Caress 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
8
/ 
P
3
1
3
/H
 
Headline: the 
world’s only 
body wash with 
fragrance touch 
technology 
 
Assertive The headline has an assertive illocutionary act. The 
utterance saying “the world’s only body wash with 
fragrance touch technology” carries the advertiser’s 
claim about the product. A claim in an 
advertisement is employed in order to show what 
the advertiser believes to be true about the product.  
A claim also shows the advertiser’s belief of the 
truth expressed proposition about the product. 
Through this utterance, the advertiser shows that 
New Cress Fine Fragrance is the only body wash 
with fragrance touch technology in the world and 
that there is no other body wash which has that 
technology. Thus, this headline belongs to an 
assertive illocutionary product. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
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The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement is the product standing in 
the middle of the advertisement. 
3.  Paralanguage The different font sizes are used in this advertisement. The 
headline and subhead are written in capital letters. 
Meanwhile, the body copy employs a lower case. The brand 
name has its own font style which is different from other 
elements. 
4.  Situation The product is set on a black color background with flower 
petals behind the product. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline, this advertisement has a subhead and 
body copy. The subhead says “touch your skin to release 
fine fragrance for up to 12 hours”. Meanwhile, the body 
copy explains that the product has Fragrance Release Pearls 
which has encapsulated a voluptuous fragrance. Thus, every 
touch of the skin releases renewed bursts of perfume.  
6.  Inter-text The innovative invention in Caress body soap provides fine 
fragrance for up to 12 hours when the skin is touched. 
7.  Participants The sender is Caress. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who look for body soap which 
provides a long life fragrance. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Caress 
and to persuade customers to start using Caress body soap 
which provides fine fragrance for up to 12 hours. 
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19. Nexxus 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
2
9
/ 
P
3
2
3
/H
 
Headline: 
discover salon 
crafted styling 
for touchable 
volume 
Directive  A directive is employed by the advertiser to get 
customers to do something. The indicator of a 
directive lies in the word “discover”. The word 
“discover” is an imperative word that is used to give 
the customers a command. According to Oxford 
(2006: 416), discover means to find something 
hidden or not expected to find. In this headline, the 
word “discover” is followed by a phrase saying 
“salon crafted styling for touchable volume”. The 
word “discover” is solutions-driven in the sense that 
it is a key step to solve a problem related to hair 
volume which is styled by a salon. Therefore, the 
headline is used by the advertiser to direct the 
reader into discovering salon crafted styling for 
touchable volume. 
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D
3
0
/ 
P
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3
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Slogan: For hair 
that lives to 
move 
Assertive  The slogan performs an assertive illocutionary act. 
Assertive in this advertisement is used to show a 
claim about the product. The slogan saying “for hair 
that lives to move” is a claim that the product is for 
hair that lives to move. Moreover, the slogan is 
closely related to the body copy which explains that 
products are designed to provide air-light volume 
and long lasting body without compromising hair’s 
natural movement. From this analysis, the utterance 
saying “for hair that lives to move” tries to deliver 
an idea that the product will not disrupting hair’s 
natural flow. Thus, the slogan is a statement of 
claim which belongs to assertive illocutionary act. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of Nexxus advertisement is a grayscale photo of 
a model whose hair has a thick volume and beautiful curl. A 
set of Nexxus products also appears. They are dry shampoo, 
hair mist, hair spray, and volumizing hair whip.  
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement employs one font style and color, but 
each element is written in different ways. The brand name is 
written in a big and bold capital letters. The headline and 
brand name also employ capital letters. The subhead and 
body copy use lower case. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is separated into two different 
backgrounds. The model’s picture is taken in brick wall 
background while the other part is set on a plain gray color 
background. This simple background helps the customers to 
read the writings in the advertisement easier. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline, Nexxus advertisement has a brand 
name, product name, subhead, body copy, and slogan. The 
product name is “Nexxus Volume Styling Collection”. 
There comes the subhead that shows key sales point. The 
subhead presents information about the products. Moreover, 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
the information contained in the subhead is explained in 
detail in the body copy. The advertiser convinces the 
customers that the products are designed to provide air light 
volume and long lasting body without compromising hair’s 
natural movement. This explanation is accordance with the 
slogan saying “for hair that lives to move”. 
6.  Inter-text Hair styling is usually done by a professional hair stylist in a 
salon. Now, a salon-inspired look can be done by yourself at 
home by using Nexxus volume styling collection. This is a 
hair style that has touchable volume without changing hair’s 
natural flow. 
7.  Participants The sender is Nexxus. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women who look for hair styling products. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Nexxus and to persuade customers to start using Nexxus 
Volume Styling Collection to do salon crafted styling for 
touchable volume by themselves at home. 
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20. Maybelline 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
3
1
/ 
P
3
4
6
-3
4
7
/H
 Headline: Master 
the most precise 
eye looks 
 
Directive The headline has a directive illocutionary act. The 
headline is used by the advertiser to give customers 
a command. The headline is a verbal phrase saying 
“master the most precise eye looks”. The imperative 
word “master” is used to command customers 
to learn how to do the most precise eye looks using 
Maybelline eye product. 
D
3
2
/ 
P
3
4
6
-3
4
7
/S
 
Slogan: make it 
happen 
Directive The slogan performs a directive illocutionary act. 
The indicator of directive lies in the form of the 
utterance, which is a verbal phrase. The word 
“make” is an imperative word which means to 
command customers do something. In this context, 
the advertiser directs customers to use Maybelline 
product. The word “it” is colored in pink which is 
different from other words. This word refers to what 
the headline says. Thus, the advertiser uses an 
utterance saying “make it happen” in order to 
command customers to make the most precise eye 
look happen. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture One picture is a zoomed face photo and the other picture is 
an almost full body of the model taken from a lower angle. 
3.  Paralanguage There are various font styles employed in this 
advertisement. The brand name and slogan are written in 
capitalized letters. The headline is in a bold letters and 
subhead is in lower case. The endorsement is highlighted in 
the same color as the product’s color. The product name 
consists of four words and each word has its own style. 
4.  Situation More than a half advertisement is used for showing the 
pictures of the model. The other part of this advertisement is 
for showing the product, subhead and headline of the 
advertisement. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement has s 
subhead and model’s endorsement. The subhead says 
“sleek. Defined. On point”. The endorsement says that the 
model always keeps her eyeliners on point. 
6.  Inter-text There are various styles in doing eye lining. One of which is 
called skinny eye line. This style is a tiny line that defines 
the eyes. Moreover, eyeliner products are varied. There are 
pomade, pen, liquid, and pencil. 
7.  Participants The sender is Maybelline. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women who look for eyeliner product. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Maybelline and to persuade customers to apply skinny 
eyeliner by Mater Precise Skinny. 
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21. Maybelline 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
3
3
/ 
P
3
4
9
/H
 
Headline: master 
the perfect brow 
in one sweep 
 
 
Directive The indicator of directive lies in the verbal phrase 
saying “master the perfect brow in one sweep”. The 
imperative word “master” means to learn to do 
something very well. It is used to direct customers 
to learn how to do a perfect brow makeup in one 
simple sweep using Maybelline brow product. 
Moreover, the noun phrase “one simple sweep” is 
written in capital letters which emphasize that doing 
the brow makeup can be done only in one sweep. 
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Slogan: make it 
happen 
Directive The indicator of directive lies in a verbal phrase. 
The word “make” is an imperative word which 
means to command customers do something. In this 
context, the advertiser directs customers to use 
Maybelline product. The word “it” is colored in 
deep brown which is different from other words. 
This word refers to what the headline says. Thus, 
the advertiser uses an utterance saying “make it 
happen” in order to command customers to make 
the perfect brow in one sweep happen. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture shows a portrait of Gigi Hadid which is taken 
from a front and close-up angle.  
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement only employs two font styles. One for 
the headline and the other one is for the brand name and 
slogan. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on a plain and light brown 
background in which the color fits Gigi’s brow color. At the 
lower side of the advertisement, there is a white area used 
for showing the brand name and slogan. 
5.  Co-text There are only a headline and slogan. The headline says 
“master the perfect brow in one sweep”. Meanwhile, the 
slogan says “make it happen”. 
6.  Inter-text Defining brows has never been simple. Brows are believed 
to be the frame of the face. Once they go wrong, it ruins the 
look. Thus, brow makeup should go natural. 
7.  Participants The sender is Maybelline. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who want an easy way in defining brows. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Maybelline and to persuade customers to start master the 
perfect brow in one sweep using Maybelline brow product. 
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22. Maybelline 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
3
5
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3
5
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Headline: Now, 
a matte that 
hydrates. No 
drying. No 
roughness. Just 
velvet-smooth 
perfection. 
Assertive   The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
The headline consists of four noun phrases. The first 
phrase saying “now, a matte that hydrates” shows 
the advertiser’s claim that the product has a matte 
finish that can hydrate the skin. The second phrase 
saying “no drying” is used to support the first claim 
that the product is hydrating that will not cause dry 
look on the skin. The third phrase saying “no 
roughness” also supports the first claim. Since it is a 
hydrating foundation, it will not crack or show fine 
lines on its surface. The fourth phrase saying “just 
velvet-smooth perfection” is a final claim that 
supports the previous phrases. It also shows the 
quality of the product. Thus, this headline belongs 
to an assertive illocutionary act as it shows the 
advertiser’s claims about the product’s actual state 
of affairs. 
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Slogan: make it 
happen 
Directive The slogan performs a directive illocutionary act. 
The indicator of directive lies in the form of the 
utterance, which is a verbal phrase. The word 
“make” is an imperative word which means to 
command customers do something. In this context, 
the advertiser directs customers to use Maybelline 
product. The word “it” is colored in light brown 
which is associated with the product color. This 
word refers to what the headline says. Thus, the 
advertiser uses an utterance saying “make it 
happen” in order to command customers to make 
the look of the foundation happen. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture This advertisement shows a picture of Adriana Lima which 
is taken from a medium angle. In this picture, the flawless 
face of the model is clearly seen. Besides, there is a picture 
of the product on the right side. 
3.  Paralanguage Different style of fonts and colors are employed in this 
advertisement. The brand name is written in black color and 
it employs the biggest font and capital letters with a slogan 
follows it. The headline is written in lower case and has 
white color. The body copy is all written in lower case and 
has brown color. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on a plain background with sample 
content of the product and water dripping effect behind the 
product. These effects are intended to inform customers that 
the product is infused with water. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement employs 
a subhead, body copy, and endorsement from the model. 
The subhead says “soft-matte hydrating foundation”. The 
body copy declares that the product has a gel-whipped 
formula infused with water that provides 12-hour hydration 
and creates a fresh feel as it covers. It also says that there 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
are In 12 velvet-smooth shades available. Moreover, the 
endorsement remarks that this foundation is what Adriana 
dreams about. 
6.  Inter-text A foundation is a basic need in makeup. It is used to cover 
imperfections of the skin. Unfortunately, foundation with a 
matte finish creates some problems such as dryness and 
roughness on skin, heavy weight, etc.  
7.  Participants The sender is Maybelline. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who wants a foundation which has a hydrating effect. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Maybelline and to persuade customers to start using 
Maybelline Dream Velvet Foundation. 
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23. Neutrogena 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
3
7
/ 
P
3
6
1
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Headline: 
HYDRATION 
The key to skin 
that glows from 
within 
 
 
 
Assertive The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
The headline says “hydration” and “the key to skin 
that glows from within”. In this headline, the 
advertiser omits the verb “is” in “hydration is the 
key to skin that glows from within”. Assertive is 
used in this headline to state a fact that hydration is 
the key to skin that glows from within. Moreover, 
the word “hydration” is written in capitalized form 
and bigger font size that others. The word hydration 
is derived from the word “hydrate” meaning a 
chemical that contains water. The employment of 
this word is intended by the advertiser in order to 
give the customers clue that the product is water 
base which can hydrate the skin. Thus, this headline 
belongs to assertive illocutionary act. 
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Slogan: #1 
dermatologist 
recommended 
skincare 
Assertive The slogan has an assertive illocutionary act. An 
assertive is used in Neutrogena advertisement to 
show what the advertiser’s belief to be true. The 
utterance saying “#1 dermatologist recommended 
skincare” carries the illocutionary force of an 
assertion. Assertion is a positive statement or claim 
about the product. In this context, the advertiser 
shows a claim that Neutrogena is the number 1 
dermatologist recommended skincare. Therefore, 
this slogan belongs to assertive illocutionary act 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture is Neutrogena Hydro Boost Water Gel which is 
splashed by the water. 
3.  Paralanguage The elements such as headline, subhead, body copy, and 
slogan have the font style with different sizes to differentiate 
one element from the others. All writings are colored white. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is set on plain blue color. 
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement has a 
subhead and body copy. The subhead says “introducing 
Neutrogena Hydro Boost Water Gel”. The body copy 
explains about the ingredients of the product which are 
clinically proven to hydrate the skin. 
6.  Inter-text All hydrating products are always water based formula. This 
formula is light-weight and quickly absorbed into the skin. 
Thus, water is used in various hydrating products.  
7.  Participants The sender is Neutrogena. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who look for hydrating gel product. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Neutrogena and also to persuade customers to use 
Neutrogena Hydro Boost Water Gel. 
24. Neutrogena 
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a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
3
9
/ 
P
3
6
7
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Headline: the 
wrinkle cream 
graveyard. When 
it doesn’t work 
fast, you’re on 
the next thing. 
Result in 1 
week. 
Commissive The headline consists of three sentences. The first is 
“the wrinkle cream graveyard” which is the 
advertiser’s statement related to the unused facial 
creams. The second is “when it doesn’t work fast, 
you’re on the next thing” which is also the 
advertiser’s belief that customers expect an instant 
result. The third is the main focus of message in the 
headline. It says “result in one week” which is a 
promise that Neutrogena commits the consumers to 
see the result in one week after using its product. A 
commisive is used by the advertiser to persuade the 
customers that something will happen in future. 
Therefore, this headline belongs to a commissive 
illocutionary act. 
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Slogan: #1 
dermatologist 
recommended 
skincare 
Assertive  An assertive is used in Neutrogena advertisement to 
show what the advertiser’s belief to be true. The 
utterance saying “#1 dermatologist recommended 
skincare” carries the illocutionary force of an 
assertion. Assertion is a positive statement or claim 
about the product. In this context, the advertiser 
shows a claim that Neutrogena is the number 1 
dermatologist recommended skincare. Therefore, 
this slogan belongs to assertive illocutionary act. 
 
b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture shows Neutrogena Rapid Wrinkle Repair stands 
alone on the right side and a colony of unused facial creams 
is unorganized in the left side. 
3.  Paralanguage The elements such as headline, product name, and body 
copy, have the font style with different sizes to differentiate 
one element from the others. All the writings are written in 
black. 
4.  Situation This advertisement is set on a classic black and white 
design.  
5.  Co-text Besides the headline and slogan, this advertisement has 
body copy which explains about the product in detail. It says 
that the product contains fastest Retinol formula (Retinol 
SA) which is clinically proven to work on fine lines and 
wrinkles in just one week. 
6.  Inter-text As people grow older, fine lines and wrinkles have been 
major problems for their facial skin. These problems 
indicate that the skin starts the aging process.  
7.  Participants The sender is Neutrogena. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who look for anti-ageing product. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Neutrogena and also to persuade customers to use 
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Neutrogena Rapid Wrinkle Repair. 
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25. Simple 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
4
1
/ 
P
3
6
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Headline: 
sensitive skin 
deserves an 
award-winning 
cleanser 
Assertive Assertive The headline has an assertive 
illocutionary act. The headline is in the form of a 
complete sentence saying “sensitive skin deserves 
an award-winning cleanser”. Assertive in this 
headline is used to show the truth of the expressed 
proposition/idea. Through the headline, the 
advertiser proposes the idea that sensitive skin 
deserves an award-winning cleanser, Simple 
Micellar Cleansing Water. 
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Slogan: sensitive 
skin experts 
Assertive The slogan has an assertive illocutionary act since it 
shows the advertiser’s belief about the product. The 
utterance saying “sensitive skin experts” is a claim 
performed by the advertiser that the product is the 
best cleanser for sensitive skin. The utterance is in 
the form of noun phrase which means Simple 
products are safe for customers who have sensitive 
skin since all the product contains no artificial 
perfumes or harsh irritants. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture is the product which is fallen into the water with 
air bubbles around it. 
3.  Paralanguage The elements such as headline and body copy have the same 
color and font style with different sizes. The brand name 
and slogan are written in green. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on a background which looks like 
water effect with air bubbles around the product. 
5.  Co-text This advertisement has a headline, body copy, award logo, 
brand name, and slogan. The headline performs a persuasion 
through saying “sensitive skin deserves an award-winning 
cleanser.” The body copy shows all the product’s 
excellences in points, such as gentle yet affective, removing 
makeup, instantly hydrating, unclogging pores, no need to 
rinse. These points are further explained in a paragraph at 
the lower area of the advertisement. There is also an Allure 
award logo to support the headline that the product is an 
award-winning cleanser.  
6.  Inter-text Micellar water is a formula which is made of micelles, tiny 
oil molecules suspended in soft water. Micellar water picks 
up all the impurities that none of other products could. 
Unlike toner, this substance is non- alcoholic that makes it 
safe for sensitive area. Simpel Micellar Cleansig Water 
performs two functions in one single product. 
7.  Participants The sender is Simple. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who look for cleanser product. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Simple Micellar Cleansing Water and to persuade customers 
to start using 2-in-1 cleanser product. 
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26. Simple 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
4
3
/ 
P
3
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Headline: 
micellar wipes 
that both cleanse 
and hydrate 
instantly 
Assertive This headline has an assertive illocutionary act. An 
Assertive in this headline is used by the advertiser 
to show the product’s actual state of affairs.. The 
utterance saying “micellar wipes that both cleanse 
and hydrate instantly” shows that the product named 
micellar wipes performs an instant cleansing and 
hydration. Thus, this headline carries an assertive 
illocutionary act since it shows the advertiser’s 
claim that the micellar wipes can clean and hydrate 
skin instantly. 
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Slogan: sensitive 
skin experts 
Assertive The slogan has an assertive illocutionary act since it 
expresses what the advertiser believes to be true 
about the product. The utterance “sensitive skin 
experts” is a claim performed by the advertiser that 
the product is the best cleanser for sensitive skin. 
The utterance is in the form of noun phrase which 
means Simple products are safe for customers who 
have sensitive skin since all the product contains no 
artificial perfumes or harsh irritants. 
b. The Discursive Context 
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Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture portrays the product which is fallen into the 
water. 
3.  Paralanguage The elements such as headline, subhead, and body copy, 
have the same color and font style with different sizes. The 
brand name and slogan are written in green. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on a background which looks like 
water effect with air bubbles around the product. 
5.  Co-text This advertisement has a headline, subhead, body copy, 
brand name, and slogan. The headline claims that the 
product is able to cleanse and hydrate. The subhead also 
shows a claim and information that the most awarded 
product now is in wipe form. The body copy explains 
further the superiorities of the product through saying 
“Simple Micellar Wipes gently lift impurities and makeup 
out and instantly put hydration back in”. The slogan as a 
final persuasion says “sensitive skin experts”. 
6.  Inter-text Micellar wipes contain micellar water. It is a formula which 
is made of micelles, tiny oil molecules suspended in soft 
water. Micellar water picks up all the impurities that none of 
other products could. Unlike toner, this substance is non- 
alcoholic that makes it safe for sensitive area. Simple 
Micellar Wipes makes skincare routine easier because it can 
perform two functions in one product. 
7.  Participants The sender is Simple. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who look for cleanser product. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
Simple Micellar Wipes and to persuade customers to start 
using 2-in-1 cleanser product. 
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27. St.Ives 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
4
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P
3
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Headline: boast 
your skin 
radiance! 
 
 
 
Directive This headline performs a directive illocutionary act. 
The indicator of a directive lies in the imperative 
form which is a verbal phrase. The word “boast” is 
an imperative word which means to speak proudly 
about what you have. In this context, the word 
“boast” is followed by a noun phrase saying “your 
skin radiance”. Moreover, the use of exclamation 
point at the end of the verbal phrase indicates the 
utterance’s function as a command.  Thus, the 
headline is used by the advertiser to command the 
customers to boast their skin radiance.  
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Slogan: live 
radiantly 
Directive This slogan has a directive illocutionary act. The 
imperative phrase “live radiantly” indicates a 
directive force of a command. The slogan “live 
radiantly” is intended by the advertiser to give 
customers a command. The adverb “radiantly” 
indicates the nature of the word “radiant” which 
means a healthy and glowing skin. Thus, the slogan 
belongs to a directive illocutionary act. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture of this advertisement is the product with a 
bunch of pear fruits with a crystal clear blue sky. 
3.  Paralanguage This advertisement has two font styles, namely cursive and 
block lettering. There are also two colors employed in the 
writings. The headline has a white color. Meanwhile, the 
other elements are colored blue. 
4.  Situation The background picture of this advertisement is a white area 
with tinges of olive green. 
5.  Co-text There are a headline, body copy, and slogan in this 
advertisement. The headline drags customer’s attention to 
read the whole advertisement by saying “boast your skin 
radiance!” The body copy explains the benefit, ingredients 
of the product, and other similar products. Meanwhile, the 
slogan is associated with the headline in order to persuade 
customers to live radiantly. 
6.  Inter-text Moisturizing is the key to get rid of dull skin and to have 
healthy glowing skin. A moisturizer, such as lotion, is used 
for smoothing and hydrating the skin. 
7.  Participants The sender is St.Ives. The addresser is the advertiser. The 
receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. The 
addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who look for body care products. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of 
St.Ives and to persuade customers to start using body lotion, 
body wash, and face scrub from St.Ives. 
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28. Burt’s Bees 
 
a. Illocutionary Act 
C
o
d
e 
Data 
Illocutionary 
Act 
Explanation 
D
4
7
/ 
P
3
7
5
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Headline: finally 
a lipstick that 
loves you back 
  
Assertive The headline carries an assertive illocutionary act. 
Assertive is employed by the advertiser to say what 
the advertiser believes to be true about the product. 
The indicator of assertive lies in the word “finally”. 
This word means after a long time. Moreover, the 
word “finally” which is used at the beginning of a 
sentence is intended to introduce an idea. In this 
headline, the idea lies in the utterance saying “a 
lipstick that loves you back”. This utterance 
communicates the idea that the lipstick will not 
cause any lips problem such as darkening and 
drying the lips, rather it offers a full coverage color 
which moisturizes the lips.  By using this headline, 
the advertiser tries to inform the customers that 
finally there comes a lipstick that would not cause 
any problems to its user. 
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b. The Discursive Context 
Number 
The Discursive 
Context 
Explanation 
1.  Substance The substance is the Elle digital version which is in the form 
of PDF. This kind of medium enables people outside USA 
to get Elle easily. 
2.  Picture The picture shows Burt’s Bees’ lipsticks. On the lower side, 
Burt’s Bees’ lipsticks are presented in various available 
colors. 
3.  Paralanguage The artistic font is employed in the headline. The headline 
also uses capital letters only in the word “lipstick”. 
Meanwhile, the body copy is written in lower case letters. 
4.  Situation The advertisement is set on green color. The product is 
pictured in the center of the heart shape with water drops 
around. 
5.  Co-text The body copy says “Luscious, full-coverage color you’ll 
love. 8-hour moisture that loves your lips in return”. It also 
argues that the products are from 100% natural ingredients, 
smooth satin ﬁnish, and available in 14 versatile shades. 
6.  Inter-text Matte lipstick has a good coverage and long wear quality. 
On the other hand, it can dry and darken the lips. 
7.  Participants The sender is Burt’s Bees. The addresser is the advertiser. 
The receivers can be anyone who reads the advertisement. 
The addressees are women as targeted customers, especially 
those who look for hydrating lipsticks. 
8.  Function The functions are to support the marketing activity of Burt’s 
Bees and also to persuade customers to start using lipsticks 
that will not cause any lips problems. 
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
